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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

4-H- of or relating to a program set up by the U.S. Department of Agriculture originally
in rural areas to help young people become productive citizens by instructing them in
useful skills (as in agriculture, animal husbandry, and carpentry), community service, and
personal development (Merriam-Webster, 2017).

All American Quarter Horse Congress- the largest single breed horse show in the world, open
to American Quarter Horses (American Quarter Horse Congress, 2017c).

All-Around Judge- horse judges approved to judge any American Quarter Horse Association
approved event (American Quarter Horse Association, 2017a).

Amateur Exhibitor- may obtain an amateur membership if you have not shown, judged, trained
or assisted in training a horse for remuneration, monetary or otherwise, either directly or indirectly,
nor received remuneration for instructing another person in riding, driving, training or showing a
horse for three calendar years before application for amateur membership (American Quarter
Horse Association, 2016).

American Paint Horse Association- promotes, preserves, and provides meaningful experiences
with Paint Horses (American Paint Horse Association, 2017b).

xii
American Quarter Horse Association- an international organization dedicated to the
preservation, improvement and record-keeping of the American Quarter Horse.
The world's largest equine breed registry and membership organization (American Quarter Horse
Association, 2017c).

Augmented Reality- an enhanced version of reality created by the use of technology to
overlay digital information on an image of something being viewed through a device
(such as a smartphone camera) (Merriam-Webster, 2017).

Color Breed- groupings of horses whose registration is based primarily on their coat color,
regardless of the horse's actual breed or breed type (Color Breed Council, 2018).

Congress Horse Show- a single meeting or session of a group; of an equine breed
association (Merriam-Webster, 2017).

Equine Conformation- is the physical appearance of an animal due to the arrangement of muscle,
bone and other body tissue. There is no perfectly conformed horse “except in the eye of the artist.”
However, each breed organization has its ideal horse. Therefore, the breed ideal is the place to start
(American Quarter Horse Association, 2017a).

Horse Judging- an art where an authoritative person expresses his/ her opinion of a class, by
his/her order of placement. The ability of a judge to express his/her opinion orally reinforces
his/her order of placement (American Quarter Horse Association, 2017a).

xiii
International Judge- horse judges who receive their association card outside of the United States
of America (American Quarter Horse Association, 2016).

Progressive Judge- Progressive judges are eligible to judge a show with 350 entries or less from
the previous year, excluding the number of Level 1 and Rookie entries (American Quarter Horse
Association, 2016).

Select Exhibitor- The amateur exhibitor must be 50 years of age or older (American Quarter Horse
Association, 2016).

Specialty Judge- horse judges that specialize in specific areas, including: cutting, reining, roping,
over fence, team penning, speed events, dressage, halter, cowboy mounted shooting and novice
(American Quarter Horse Association, 2016).

Stock-Type Horse- a horse used in herding cattle on ranches (Merriam-Webster, 2017).
Halter- a class where the horse is judged based upon its conformation (American Quarter Horse
Association, 2016).

Versatility Ranch Horse Judge- horse judges that specialize in ranch horse style work, including;
ranch cutting, ranch reining, ranch riding, and ranch work classes (American Quarter Horse
Association, 2016).

xiv
World Horse Show- A horse show event where owners and exhibitors from around the world,
who must qualify for the event by earning a predetermined number of points to compete in each
of the classes representing halter, English and western disciplines (American Quarter Horse
Association, 2016).

Youth Exhibitor- a division of eligibility recognized by equine breed associations where the all
members must be under the age of 18 by January 1st of current year (American Quarter Horse
Association, 2016).
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ABSTRACT

Author: Arehart, Paige, M. MS
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Exploring the Cognitive Tasks Surrounding Professional Horse Judging Practices in StockType Halter Classes
Major Professor: Kathryn Orvis, PhD
A standardized procedure for how and why professional equine judges approach their
practice in a specific way has yet to be documented. Learning the background, approach,
processes, and procedures taken by professional horse judges when engaged in stock-type halter
classes is important for establishing a training protocol that can be used in coaching and/or
training situations.
This study applies cognitive task analysis to the concepts, processes, and principles of
professional horse judges in stock-type halter classes to develop a teaching and learning resource
for novice and trainee judges of various ages. Specifically, an action and decision chart that
details the ‘if’, ‘then’ scenarios that professional horses judges expressed being engaged in when
judging a stock type halter class. This study was framed using the theory of cognitive
constructivism, and the theory of multi-media learning in an effort to keep the learning outcomes
congruent with potential incorporation of technology in future applications. The action and
decision chart document the information gathered from professional horse judges through task
prompting following cognitive task analysis, using the approach of seeking the concepts,
processes, and principles. The resulting tasks and action decision chart was further expanded into
cognitive and procedural elements that professional horse judges take during their analysis of
stock-type halter classes.
The results of this study indicated four main cognitive applications and three main
procedural actions that support the action and decision chart, which provided context and detail
to the practices used in the horse show pen. The cognitive applications found are: (1) first
impressions, (2) elements of conformation: structural and overall, (3) conformational fault
significance, and (4) defined order of preference. The procedural actions found are: (1) initial
procedure(s), (2) consistent procedure(s), (3) assigned procedure(s). The results surrounding the
tasks that judges practice, supported by detailing their cognitive and procedural elements taken

xvi
during the judging process provides a substantial platform for universal judging practices to be
taken by professionals and trainees alike, as well as to potentially be developed using further
technology-based learning modules.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
The American Quarter Horse Association (AQHA), the largest stock-type horse breed
association worldwide, has a current population of 251,263 members (American Quarter Horse
Association, 2017c). Thousands of approved horse shows are hosted across the United States
each year, 2,418 in 2017 alone, with 928,314 entries. These shows however would not be
possible without professionals to assess them. There are currently 1,251 card carrying industry
approved judges in AQHA that span five disciplines: (1) all around, (2) progressive, (3)
international, (4) Specialty, and (5) Versatility Ranch Horse (American Quarter Horse
Association, 2017c)
Considering the dependency, the horse show industry places upon these professionals, the
demand for highly qualified and well-trained individuals arises. A standardized procedure for
how and why professional horse judges approach their practice in a specific way has yet to be
documented. Current training practices see judges being trained in many ways; judges use
resources such as rulebooks, published training manuals, videos, slideshow presentations,
training seminars, and a variety of other methods all to learn their practice (Cavinder et al.,
2009). The factors that influence the judge; background experience; how it is applied, process;
performance standards all play a part in a judge reaching mastery of practice (Clark, Feldon, Van
Merriënboer, Yates, & Early, 2007). These factors must first be identified to design an ordered
curriculum that could be applied to the training of future judges.
To address current methods of technology-based learning with training and practice in
environments outside those in the live horse show pen, a need arises for innovation to serve as an
intermediary educational tool between that of current training methods and live animal practice.
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Augmented reality models propose the ideal scenario to expand the possibility of non-live
educational experiences for judges. Using singular animals that can be viewed from all angles
expands the learning potential in many ways. The initial step in developing this augmented
reality based model is to perform a cognitive task analysis, a form of task analysis that is used
when a performance based task requires a large cognitive demand of the user, to determine the
cognitive skills used when judging (Hoffman, Crandall, & Shadbolt, 1998). The cognitive task
analysis results become the foundation for building an augmented reality model grounded in
professional practice.
Significance
This study has value as both stand-alone research and as part of the development of an
augmented reality training model. The cognitive task analysis will inform the future development
of a 3D model to be used with a procedural curriculum in order to expand the educational tools
found within the equine industry; ultimately leading to access to a universal training system for
training halter judges as they seek mastery. Performing a cognitive task analysis lays the
groundwork for better and more efficient practices in coaching and training of judges. This
background on how and why professional judges approach judging in a specific way can also
then be used as the foundation when creating training materials as well as a future augmented
reality model of a horse for procedure, tracking, and engagement skills that mimic that of
authentic practice.
This study is relevant to current and future users, as it is engaging them in a new and
evolved form of technology, augmented reality, which overlays graphic images onto real life
scenarios, and spurs the ever-changing landscape of learner engagement. Using augmented
reality as a medium for horse judging education provides learners the foundation they need to
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“develop important practices and literacies that cannot be developed and enacted in other
technology-enhanced learning environments (Squire & Jan, 2007; Squire & Klopfer, 2007).
Additional equine educational venues can also use this same technology in a multitude of ways.
Images can be designed in similar manners that can be used to train users in how to score a body
condition, learning coat colors, bodily blemishes, and many more.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to perform a cognitive task analysis in order to gather the
necessary information to build an educational task chart that will document the automated and
unconscious knowledge described by professional horse judges.
Research Questions
1.) What are the step by step tasks professional horse judges take when judging a stock-type
halter class?
a.) What do professional equine judges describe as the cognitive knowledge necessary in
judging a stock-type halter class?
b.) What are the procedures professional horse judges identify taking when judging a
stock-type halter class?
Objectives
1.) Administer an assessment-based interview framed in Clark et al.’s (2007) method to
ascertain a cognitive task analysis, concepts, process, and principles method in order to
identify the automated and unconscious knowledge described by experts through
experience and practice.
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2.) Disseminate data and results for future studies to be applied to a learning model using
augmented reality as a training tool
Assumptions
This study assumes the following:
•

The judges who participate in the interview answer questions honestly with their true
thoughts and opinions.

•

Participants are not influenced by the interviewer.
Limitations

The following factors may limit the results of the study:
•

The subgroup of judges from AQHA and APHA may differ from the composition of
judges from other stock-type breed associations.

•

Interviewees responding by phone may respond differently than they would have in
person.

•

Interviewees may respond as they perceive they should.

•

Only judges from AQHA and APHA official judges were contacted for study
participation.

•

Only judges currently residing in the United States were contacted for study participation.

•

Applications of information not generalizable beyond this study.
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Delimitations
•

Random selection of participants was contacted from official published lists by AQHA
and APHA.

•

Participant selection was done through random number assignment.

•

Judges were instructed to respond to interview questions to the best of their ability, with
their true beliefs, and to the best of their knowledge.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction
The role cognitive task analysis (CTA) plays in the space of teaching and learning
encompasses a broad body of work. Cognitive task analysis can be seen in research studies in
expansive areas from surgical training to military based endeavors. Across all of these areas,
however, there is a common theme; CTA uses expert based knowledge and skills to create and
improve procedural protocols. In the case of professional horse judging, a defined procedure for
both how and why experts perform specific tasks is absent. The equine industry sets procedural
standards that must be taken by professionals, but a study into the automatic and nonconscious
steps that are taken within these assigned procedures has yet to be examined. In an effort to
provide supplemental teaching and learning tools to trainee and developing horse judges, while
outlining the procedures from an industry level in more detail, an understanding of subject matter
expert’s concepts, processes, and principles used in their approach to a stock-type halter class
needs to be established.
Cognition
Cognition in general terms can be explained as the process of thought, or more
formally as “the mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and understanding through
thought, experience, and the senses (Webster, 2017).” Bloom’s Taxonomy categorizes two main
concepts of cognitive domain as it relates to cognition as: 1) to increase higher level thinking to be
procedural patterns and 2) recall or recognition of specific facts (Bloom, 1956). The concept of
cognition is defined by the task in which the person or persons is taking place in. Cognitive tasks
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range in difficulty from elementary cognitive tasks, which require a limited mental process and
ability to perform, to far more specialized and complex tasks in which the cognitive activity from
the user is far more advanced.
Cognition in Learning
When looking to frame cognition in a learning approach, authentic learning, which entails
engaging learners in a whole sensory educational process in an effort to create a meaningful
outcome, seems a logical progression. Learners engaged in authentic learning practices participate
in real life or simulated tasks that afford them the opportunity to directly connect with the real
world (Revington, 2012). When presenting learners with information, Bandura’s Social Learning
Theory guides us to focus on the principle that knowledge needs to be presented in an authentic
context, i.e., settings and applications that would normally involve that knowledge (Lave &
Wenger, 1991). A large part of engagement with authentic learning practices and understanding is
autonomy. Autonomy is present in situations where a learner is able to have complete control over
the decisions in regard to their learning (Dickinson, 1995).
Critical factors for learning, such as autonomy and authentic learning, can be seen in highlevel cognition endeavors, but there is much more to intelligence surrounding a subject or skillset
(Langley, 2012). Specific abilities of learners have been identified for what is considered highlevel cognition; skills learners exhibit that describe high-level cognition include multi-step
reasoning, planning, design, and language use. Each of these four skills contributes to the learners’
overall understanding and comprehension of a task, and therefore also plays a role in how the
context and situational approaches of the learning environment are used (Langley, 2012).
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Cognition in the learning process and space takes on a myriad of roles. Problem solving
skills and how they are used at a situational level can be linked to how one understands and
perceives situations, problem solving skills in correlation with cognition have been seen to aid in
learning hierarchical skills and processes (Langley, 2012). Tools such as those found in problem
solving and other areas of cognition aid in the learner building a framework of knowledge that
traces to several situational events that come together to combine multiple sources of experiences
and learning to acquire complex skills (Hinrichs & Forbus, 2014; Kirk & Laird, 2014).
Spatial Cognition
“Spatial cognition is a branch of cognitive psychology that studies how people acquire and use
knowledge about their environment to determine where they are, how to obtain resources, and
how to find their way home (Waller & Nadel, 2013, pg. 3)”.
Spatial cognition plays an important role in how many professionals execute their jobs.
Perhaps the most readily available example of spatial cognition in a professional setting is that of
a medical professional. The use of spatial cognition relies on the individual’s ability to recall
their mental spatial representations of structures. Spatial cognition can be seen in everyday tasks
such as navigation using cardinal directions to complex processes such as performing surgery.
Spatial cognition can be seen in the literature in an applied form in the role of medicine.
The role of selecting and training professionals in the medical field can be a difficult and lengthy
process, however having a grasp on the best possible approaches can aid in the success of the
program (Hegarty, Keehner, Cohen, Montello, & Lippa, 2007). Hegarty et al., (2007) present the
idea that though surgeons are unable to see internal structures, they still know where to work
based on their mental spatial representations of where bodily structures are within a person,
taking into account the variability of bodies (Hegarty et al., 2007).
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Spatial cognition and understanding examples can also be seen in areas of navigation.
Wolter et al.’s (2008) article discusses the ability for people to use directionality and landmarks
in correlation to their perceptions of spatial distance to navigate at sea. This article poses that
when people are navigating at sea they use both familiar and unfamiliar markers to gauge their
distance, speed, and many other factors. Familiar markers are deemed to be used for place and
situation, while unfamiliar markers are seen as being used for guide points and directional
focusing (Wolter et al., 2008).
Just as medical professionals depend on a comprehensive understanding of the human
anatomy, professionals in horse judging must also be able to employ spatial cognition to envision
a variety of breed standards and ideals to accurately judge an animal. Application of spatial
cognition can be found in horse judges understanding of the horse’s skeleton. Understanding the
horse’s skeleton, as it serves as the framework of the animal, leads to a better understanding of
outward conformation (American Quarter Horse Association, 2017a).
Cognitive Task Analysis
“Cognitive Task Analysis is the extension of traditional task analysis techniques to yield
information about the knowledge, thought processes and goal structures that underlie
observable task performance. [It captures information about both...] ... overt observable
behavior and the covert cognitive functions behind it [to] form an integrated whole
(Chipman, Schraagen, & Shalin, 2000, pg. 3).”
Cognitive task analysis is aimed at understanding tasks that require a great deal
of cognitive activity from the user. These can be things such as decision-making, problemsolving, memory, attention and judgement (Barnard, May, Schraagen, Chipman, & Shalin,
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2000). Cognitive task analysis institutes a number of methods ranging from interviews to
observations, in order to gather the requisite necessary information that field experts use to
perform their specific complex tasks (Clark, Feldon, Merriënboer, & Yates, 2007). “Complex
tasks are defined as those where performance requires the integrated use of both controlled
(conscious, conceptual) and automated (unconscious, procedural or strategic) knowledge to
perform tasks that often extend over many hours or days (van Merriënboer, Clark, & de Croock,
2002).”
Going beyond a simple task analysis (discussed below), the CTA directs its focus on
knowledge, and the thought processes behind it. Specific tasks and their orientation, such as goal
structures, the instructional goals necessary to effectively complete an action or series of actions,
fall into this category. The way in which goal structures underlie observable task performance
plays a part in the way a task is approached and pursued (Barnard et al., 2000). Researchers are
still discerning if a CTA must be defined as simply a series of cognitive tasks, or if the
observable behavior in addition to the cognitive functions behind the tasks can all be placed
under the blanket of CTA (Barnard et al., 2000).
Expertise studies are defined by Webster (2017) as a specific skill or knowledge that is
acquired by training, study, or practice. Expertise studies and cognitive task analyses are often
linked when it comes to the knowledge elicitation. This process occurs through one concept
informing the development and understanding of the other. Between two concepts, experts have
proposed tiers of understanding through the verbalization process, ranging from explicit
knowledge that can easily be verbalized, to knowledge that cannot be verbalized at all, as it
“stretches the notion of knowledge altogether” (Hoffman & Milletllo, 2012). Cognitive task
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analysis has a broad scope of understanding that include the tools and techniques that are needed
to complete a task using a specific set of approaches or strategies. Cognitive task analysis has
implications for the development of expert systems, training and instructional design, expert
decision-making, and policy-making. It has been applied in a wide range of settings with
different purposes, for instance, specifying training requirements in training needs analysis
(Barnard et al., 2000).
History of Cognitive Task Analysis
Cognitive task analysis finds its roots in the more general task analysis. Task analysis
dates back to the late 1800s and early 1900s as a method of assessment during the ergonomics
movement. Task analysis can speak to both physical actions as well as higher level functions,
meaning something as simple as flipping a switch or as complex as mapping goal structures can
be assessed (Hoffman & Militello, 2012). The origins of CTA can be seen in developmental
stages during World War II. During this time task analysis was used to develop and design
protocols for everything from RADAR to aerial gunnery (Hoffman & Militello, 2012). The
development of task analysis is seen bridging into behavioral task analysis and other more
specified areas of task analysis in the mid 1900s as research on human factors and ergonomics
continued to grow. The exploration into these areas of task analysis helped to develop the topics
and practices that led to the development of CTA as its own form of task analysis. This evolution
of task analysis methods and the emergence of CTA can be seen below in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Historical Timeline of Task Analysis to Cognitive Task Analysis (Hoffman &
Militello, 2012)
Cognitive task analyses can be seen in emergent forms of development as early as 1950.
During this time they were used as a tool to analyze mental as opposed to manual work
(Crandall, Klein, & Hoffman, 2006). Cognitive task analysis does not appear in print until 1979
with the works of Gallaher based in instructional design, shown in a journal article that explored
previous studies on meaningful learning, as well as observational methods of teachers (Hoffman
& Militello, 2012). Since then, cognitive task analyses have grown in their uses and
implementations, having been tested extensively in numerous areas from the British and French
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Military, as well as NATO study groupings (Hoffman & Militello, 2012). Tests and assessments
performed by these organizations are part of strategic education measures for their members in
an effort to use them as training methods for acquiring new an complex knowledge in order to
achieve performance goals set forth by said groups (Clark, Feldon, Van Merriënboer, Yates, &
Early, 2007).
Cognitive Task Analysis Application
As is displayed in the rich history of the origins of CTA over time, there are many
applications and needs for this form of assessment and information to determine the
nonconscious and automated approaches experts take when engaged in a specific practice.
Through its development, CTA has seen over 100 methods for approach and performance. Of
these 100, a study by Yates, Sullivan, and Clark, (2012) determined that only six can be
considered as a formal method of assessment. These six methods were determined to be
supported by empirical evidence and followed standard procedures that would be indicative of
knowledge outcomes of learners (Clark et al. 2007). These methods are most often seen in
correlation with interview and observational methods of data collection that are later
disseminated into learning resources that can be tested with various populations depending upon
the subject matter experts used for the study, along with the content goals of that same study
(Hoffman & Militello, 2012).
When we look to the applications of CTA it is often seen in healthcare training and
instruction. Cognitive task analysis has been studied in areas from the training of nurses and
surgeons, to designing simulations for medical uses. Many of the applications in the healthcare
field use technology to support professionals in their everyday practice (Clark, 2014).
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An example of an evidence-based approach to CTA can be seen in the research of Campbell
et al. (2011), who studied two groups of surgery residents using CTA methods. This study looked
to test the effectiveness of CTA based instruction when performing an open cricothyrotomy, such
as inserting a temporary airway. There was both an application group and a control group of test
participants populated by 26 second and third year residents in surgery. One group was taught the
educational curriculum and methods using learning resources developed with CTA, more
specifically concepts, processes, and principles (CPP) that was developed using interview and
observational methods from subject matter experts. The control group was taught by subject matter
experts alone. The results indicated that the group educated with CTA outperformed that of the
control group with a mean score of the CTA group at 17.75, while the mean score of the control
was only 15.14 (Campbell et al., 2011).
Cognitive Devices
Cognitive devices, otherwise referred to as cognitive artifacts, are articles that are
most often used as training tools or aids to aid in task-based comprehension on the part of the
learner. These devices can be a variety of tools from simple cognitive devices for understanding
such as books or lists, to far more advanced tools - like computers or smart phones. A key factor
in the device itself is that it aids the learner in their understanding and comprehension of a
cognitive task or series of cognitive tasks (Crandall et al., 2006).
Cognitive devices play an everyday role in the lives of people as they learn. Knowledge
acquisition and skill-based learning are specific areas of importance for cognitive devices.
Learning and understanding done with a cognitive device is often quicker, timelier, and done in
the most efficient manner. Learners engaged with these devices are more readily able to mentally
encode and understand the devices content (Clark et al., 2007)
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Cognitive devices are theorized to have endless applications due to their broad nature and
applications (Militello & Hutton, 1998). Kelaidonis et al. (2012) proposes three functional levels
of cognitive devices as they apply to cognitive entities. These include the use of cognitive
devices in areas such as classrooms and teaching environments to allow for users to expand their
personal exploration opportunities outside those they would typically be exposed to,
predominantly in the realm of abstract thinking. Other areas covered by these functional levels
include professional training environments as well as simulation training environments
(Kelaidonis et al., 2012).
Studies using augmented reality based cognitive devices have seen a great deal of success
to date. The use of an augmented reality based cognitive device for tracking and graphic
interaction can be done using multiple interfaces, including computers, tablets, and digital
devices (Kelaidonis et al., 2012). Applications for augmented reality are being seen more
commonly in education based settings, as they slowly branch out of laboratory and industry only
settings (Militello & Hutton, 1998). Examples of this can be seen in schools with one to one
technology capabilities for each individual student to have access to the content and technology
on their own tablet or laptop (Kelaidonis et al., 2012).
Dickinson (1995) terms autonomy as any situation where a learner is able to be
responsible for their decisions with learning and the subsequent implications of those decisions.
Through the implementation of a virtual environment, autonomy is increased through the
participant’s ability to self-manipulate themselves around the image, as well as the image itself.
The participant’s interactions with the technology in the learning environment fulfils a basic
psychological need for control (Black & Deci, 2000). Furthermore, the coexistence of virtual
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objects and real environments allows learners to visualize complex spatial relationships and
abstract concepts (Arvanitis et al., 2007).
Equine Industry
Volunteers contribute to the equine industry in numerous ways, one can be seen in their
service of youth populations. A study by Rusk et al. (2001) profiled almost 600 4-H horse and
pony leaders in the state of Indiana. These leaders serve(d) the youth equine population through
hosting various educational trainings such as clinics, horse and pony judging, and hippology
contests (Rusk et al., 2001). The leaders interviewed predominantly contributed, at 55% of
participants, between one to five hours a week volunteering for 4-H horse and pony activities
(Rusk et al., 2001). We are able to see a correlation between the involvement of youth in animal
science-based programming, such as horse and pony project, and life skill development. Skills
such as public speaking, positive self-esteem, and decision making had a correlation to event
participation in animal science program events and activities like quiz bowl, shows, and judging
contests at an average of 3.8 on a scale of five for a great deal of effect (Ward, 1996). Reports
from Ward (1996) see an indication that participation in 4-H animal science programs has a
positive influence on life skill development in alumni of the programming.
Professionals in the equine industry have a vast variety of jobs from trainers to
veterinarians. The American Horse Council Foundation (2017) provides reports that the United
States economy is directly impacted by the equine industry by $39 billion in revenue per year,
with a market impact of $102 billion; as well as providing full-time employment to 1.4 million
individuals (Wyrick, 2012). The American Veterinary Medicine Association in 2016 reported
numbers of equine specific veterinarians at over 3,900 individuals. Industry report differentials
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between 2002 and 2016 show an increase in overall economic impact from the industry by over
$10 billion (American Horse Council, 2017).
The American Quarter Horse Association (AQHA) has an immense scope of reach, while
their Annual Report (2017) documents 253,579 members globally among their adult and youth
populations. Additionally, AQHA publishes America’s Horse, the world’s largest-circulation
equine publication, providing more than 200,000 readers with industry and equine information
(American Quarter Horse Association, 2017c). Of those members, 1,164 were approved
professional judges entailing all-around, progressive, international, specialty, and versatility
ranch horse fields.
Horse Judging
The purpose of judging a horse in a competitive setting is to find the most ideal animal
that is typical of a specific breed, then next closest, and so on (American Quarter Horse
Association, 2017a). Participation in this practice can be seen in both the 4-H aged youth
settings as well as (Cavinder et al., 2011; Rusk et al., 2002). The skills that individuals receive as
take away through their participation in evaluation based judging programs have been
documented to display life skills such as oral communication, teamwork, and industry
knowledge (Rusk et al.,2002). A study done by Cavinder et al. (2011) sought to determine the
life skills attained from previous participants in collegiate judging teams of any type. This study
reported a beneficial relationship between participation on collegiate judging teams and future
employment skills (Cavinder et al., 2011). While studies such as this have seen a correlation
between participation in judging evaluation contests and future career-based success, there are
also considerations that can be made from an industry perspective towards the coaches of these
developing judges. Rusk et al.’s (2001) profile of Indiana 4-H horse and pony leaders uncovered
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that 42% of the participants sought additional training in the field of horse and pony judging.
Furthermore, this study detailed its participants to be a great deal more comfortable participating
in meeting-based work than taking on the role of coaching and or training youth in judging teams
(Rusk et al., 2001). The study found that less than 20% of the leaders that had been assessed had
attended a training session outside of an area level. Reports from Rusk et al.’s (2001) study
found that cost and distance to trainings were seen as the two most significant obstacles to these
leaders.
Horse judging in a professional setting calls for specific requirements such as training,
years of experience, and various educational and industry demands (Waite, 2011). In addition to
time and exposure to many equines, these judges are also spending time honing their craft and
learning procedural skills to analyze the animal (Waite, 2011). The breadth of types of
professional horse judges is vast; a variety of equine breeds and event types call for different
mastery of judging skills. To gain the required skillset pertinent to becoming a professional
equine judge, individuals must expose themselves to the aforementioned industry opportunities.
Skills such as the ability to sort classes in a timely, efficient manner, familiarity with various
classes and breeds, and ability to defend and talk through one’s reasoning for placing, are learned
early on in these settings (Waite, 2011).
Horse Judging Certification
Each association, be it national or local, has their own stipulations for certification and
training requirements of their judges (Waite, 2011). For example, the American Quarter Horse
Association (AQHA), one of the largest equine breed associations in the world, requires its
potential professional judges to: 1) be members of the association, 2) be a minimum of 25 years
of age, 3) no older than 75 years of age, 4) member name must have appeared in the American
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Quarter Horse Journal prior to their application by the judges committee, 5) submit an
application for formal review by a state selection committee, and 6) receive approval from the
American Quarter Horse judges committee and executive committee (American Quarter Horse
Association, 2016). Once all these conditions have been met, only then can an applicant earn
potential approval. If the AQHA executive committees place an applicant up for approval, said
applicant must also take a judge qualifying examination. A final review and approval process by
both a sampling of previous year’s judges and executive committees will then be performed.
When this is approved, the applicant must then attend a series of educational judging seminars,
these seminars are predominantly lecture based in content and will often have practice judging
performed through power point presentations, videos, or still images. This must be done during
their first year on the approved judges list in order to continue to be included and used by AQHA
approved shows, as well as remain on their website for such (Heird & Anderson, 2001).
Associations such as the United States Equestrian Federation (USEF) require additional
elements of not only certification processes like those of AQHA in terms of testing and
recommendations, but also requiring those seeking professional status as a judge to participate in
an apprenticeship program (United States Equestrian Federation, 2018). These trainee judges must
shadow a minimum of two current professional horse judges in their desired discipline for at least
two separate events. Those wishing to judge with the USEF also must apply for different types of
judging cards based upon their experience and training level. An example of this is in the “r” and
“R” ranking system, where in which a “r” designates a judge as a judge of record, while a “R”
designates a judge as a registered judge (United States Equestrian Federation, 2018). This
describes a promotion of status and level of judging from a judge of record to a registered judge
and requires years of experience acting as a professional judge for the USEF, as well as additional
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references and maintenance of certifications. The USEF offers these programs for many different
breeds of horses such as Arabians, Saddlebreds, and Andalusians (United States Equestrian
Federation, 2018).
While not all equine breed associations require their judges to complete an apprenticeship
program to become professionals like the USEF, they do still offer the option to apprentice under
their associations judges as a supplemental training and learning experience. The American Paint
Horse Association (APHA) allows those who are interested in becoming professionally carded
judges with their association the chance to learn under their judges in an optional apprenticeship
program (American Paint Horse Association, 2017b). This program, similar to that offered by
USEF, has trainee judges working and learning under professionals in live horse show settings,
where they can learn and judge live classes of horses in a fashion mirroring that of what they would
do in a professional capacity. The apprenticeship program offered by the APHA can also be used
as a source for recommendation letters necessary in their application process, by replacing the need
for letters with apprenticeship evaluations (American Paint Horse Association, 2017b).
Equine Conformation
A critical part of judging an equine halter class for conformation of the animal is the ability
to compare two or more horses to a mental image of an ideal horse for that breed standard
(American Quarter Horse Association, 2017a). Conformation involves the overall appearance of
the animal from the front, profile, and hind views. These views are taken into consideration when
evaluating an animal for conformation based upon a set ideal, or breed standard. Different equine
breed associations set forth varying levels of importance for conformational items, in the AQHA
a critical part of conformation is balance and overall structural correctness. The animal should be
roughly even when divided into thirds from the profile view at the head and neck, shoulder, and
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rump area (Heird & Anderson, 2001). When judging a horse for conformation and standard,
knowledge of breed standards is imperative, as comparing an Arabian to the standards of an
American Quarter Horse would garner inaccurate results. A judge does not determine what is
considered ‘ideal’ in a breed standard - that is defined by the individual equine breed association.
An effective judge has a comprehensive understanding of the equine skeleton. The skeleton
serves as the framework of the horse’s outward appearance, and directly effects how an animal
will be judged in a conformation setting (American Quarter Horse Association, 2017a). When
speaking to structural correctness the animal needs to stand on a suitable column of bone, meaning
their skeletal structure matches that of their body and can support it as such, and that the animals
overall structure is free from conformational faults. A conformational fault is viewed as a problem
or issue that potentially affects the soundness of the horse (American Quarter Horse Association,
2016). The qualities of overall body conformation in correlation with skeletal and structural
correctness are evaluated at the judge’s discretion to discern how to place a class of horses. Those
characteristics are then compared to the specific equine breed standard, as well as the other horses
found within the class, to determine an overall class placing order of animals from best to worst.
Theoretical Framework
“Technology with an emphasis on Constructivism effectively: anchors learning in meaningful
contexts; actively uses what is learned; revisits content at different times, in rearranged contexts,
for different purposes, and from different conceptual perspectives; helps learners to develop
pattern-recognition skills by presenting alternative ways of representing problems and, presents
new problems and situations that differ from the conditions of the initial instruction for
assessment” (Ertmer & Newby, 1993, p. 65).
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This qualitative study was framed using the cognitive constructivist theory. Piaget (1968)
directs constructivism to focus on the mental process that occurs within learners, as opposed to
what could be observed in their behavior (Fig 2.4 Piaget). The process of this qualitative research
took an inductive approach, focusing on generating new theories of learning from the collection
of the data. A critical part of cognitive constructivism is the idea that in order to learn best the
learner must be provided with the necessary resources to learn best. Cognitive constructivism
posits its learners applying intrinsic, or internal, motivation largely based on their own goal
setting efforts, thus we can apply cognitive constructivism to professional equine judges (Piaget,
1968).

Concrete
Experience (1)

Teaching in
new
situations (4

Observation
and reflection
(2)

Forming
abstract
concepts (3)
Figure 2.1 Cognitive Constructivism Chain (Piaget, 1968)
This researcher used cognitive constructivism to explore the training and practices
performed by expert level/professional judges which lends itself to the creation of a concrete model
for teaching and learning in future situations. This idea expands in the space of learning what these
equine industry professionals do within the space of being a judge. The emphasis placed upon an
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individual’s reasoning and skills for interpreting knowledge lend themselves to the ideas that are
being tested through the implementation of CPP (Clark, 2007; Piaget, 1968).
The concepts within cognitive constructivism see two-fold applications within the
paradigm of analyzing how and why professional judge’s complete tasks the way that they do.
Initially, it lends itself to teacher focused information and thinking, in that we glean a background
of understanding, training, and learning from the judges. Within this information gathering we see
cognitivism applied in the processing of information from short to long term memory, as well as
glean the methods and tools for which these memories were formed. The concepts behind tools,
training methods, and aids inform the researcher of not only the professional judges learning
background, but also speak to the potential needs of the study and concepts within CTA (Perry,
1999).
Conceptual Framework
The concepts, processes, and principles used by professional horse judges when assessing
a stock-type halter class were the major principles in this study. Through the use of Clark et al.’s
(2007) model of CTA, Mayer’s (2004) redundancy principle of multi-media learning, and
Siltanen’s (2012) marker-based augmented reality this study gains a framework for effectively
addressing each of the aforementioned areas. This conceptual framework looks to frame a multitier project, including future work. The research presented in this thesis is the initial step,
outlining the concepts, processes, and principles used by professional horse judges through the
use of CTA approach.
Using subject matter experts, professional horse judges, this study initially applies Clark
et al.’s (2007) model of CTA as a tested tool for gathering the concepts, processes, and principles
that take place when engaged in judging a stock-type halter class. The concepts, processes, and
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principles approach to CTA uses a series of seven guiding areas for research, from seeking out
professional performance standards to the use of sensory cues, to thoroughly address the
conscious as well as unconscious processes professionals take when engaged in a specific action
(Clark et al., 2007). The use of Clark et al.’s (2007) model of CTA was chosen as it had been
used in the past as a method for creating training and learning scenarios and materials for
learners in other fields. This was chosen to more closely align and frame the results of this study
in a format that could then be applicable as an educational tool in the future. As can be seen in
Figure 2.2, the study results encompass the concepts, processes, and principles gleaned from
expert level judges, as a building block containing the information necessary in order to have the
skills and procedures necessary to build and test technology enhanced learning tools (Mayer,
2004).
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Figure 2.3 Conceptual and Theoretical Framework Model of Study
Framing the results of this study using the organizational and educational method
presented by Clark et. al (2007) leads to the application of said results into a variety of potential
educational areas. The goal of creating a technology enhanced learning environment that is easily
accessible, learner centered, and promotes authentic learning was incorporated into the frame
work of this study twofold: through the use of the Redundancy Principle of Multi-Media
Learning (Mayer, 2004) in addition to the theory and applications of Marker-Based Augmented
Reality (Siltanen, 2012). These theories influenced the framework of this study in the
consideration for the presentation of the study results. The results of this study were framed in
alignment with these theories as a purposeful initial step for future studies.
Interaction with technology plays a vital role in the current need and future implications
of the learning and educational experiences. Mayer’s (2004) work presents the idea that students
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in a learning environment can achieve and understand information more successfully, when not
overwhelmed by too much information when interacting with technology (Mayer, 2004). Using
Mayer’s (2004) principle as a consideration, this study aims to apply the pertinent information
gathered from professionals in a concise and reportedly effective way when incorporating it into
both the study results of the current and future projects.
Technology based conceptual aspects of the study come from Mayer’s theory of
multimedia learning and can be seen in Figure 2.3, which shows us a model of how information
being taught using this principle is encoded through the various stages of memory in the brain
from sensory to long term (Mayer, 2004). Mayer’s theory is used to inform the approach to
gather information, the future application and creation of an augmented reality model to be used
as a teaching tool for the equine industry. The redundancy principle applies cognition to a
technology-based learning environment (Mayer, 2004). Aspects of Mayer’s (2004) approach to
multi-media learning as they relate to cognition can be seen in other studies associated with
education and training others. Research from van Merrienboer and Ayers (2005) incorporated
Mayer’s (2004) methods and approaches of working with technology into a successful program
with students to produce methods of e-learning that decreased the cognitive load and demand on
the learner, as opposed to the use of traditional methods.
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Figure 2.4 Mayer’s Principle of Multi-Media Learning (Mayer, 2004)
To link Mayer’s principles of multi-media learning to augmented reality, we use theory
and applications of marker-based augmented reality (Siltanen, 2012). This theory informs both
how and why using maker-based augmented reality can be beneficial in the learning process, and
how the application of an all-encompassing environment that is being simulated by a computer
can bolster the authentic practice, even if it is a virtual one (Siltanen, 2012).
Siltanen’s work focuses on the application of augmented reality technology using the most
effective marker-based system for learning in a variety of contexts. The aforementioned theories
lend the study understanding in how to present and apply the testing method to the participants.
The use of virtual reality, defined as “an immersive environment simulated by a computer”
(Siltanen, 2012) promotes authentic practice by creating a virtual authentic context. The use of an
effective marker-based system for learning in using this study would be a circular based marker
system. A circular based marker system using QR codes embedded with 360-degree images of live
horses could then be used in correlation with the applied results of this study which serve to act as
a procedural protocol for the necessary actions and processes needed to effectively judge a stock-
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type halter class. The markers in this scenario would provide more effective than flat or other
shaped markers, as they would allow the user to interact with the technology with little to no gaps
or areas of no view, thus mimicking the practice of walking around a live horse (Siltanen, 2012).
The conceptual framework guides this study from design, to data collection methods and
assessment tools, through the dissemination of the study results into more targeted areas of future
application. Using this three-tier approach frames the interview questions in a theory-based
purpose while ensuring that future applications are being taken into consideration.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study is to perform a cognitive task analysis in order to gather the
necessary information to build an educational task chart that will document the automated and
unconscious knowledge described by professional horse judges.
Research Questions
1.) What are the step by step tasks professional horse judges take when judging a stock-type
halter class?
a.) What do professional equine judges describe as the cognitive knowledge necessary in
judging a stock-type halter class?
b.) What are the procedures professional horse judges identify taking when judging a
stock-type halter class?
Objectives
1.) Administer an assessment-based interview framed in Clark et al.’s (2007) method to
ascertain a cognitive task analysis, concepts, process, and principles method in order
to identify the automated and unconscious knowledge described by experts through
experience and practice.
2.) Disseminate data and results for future studies to be applied to a learning model using
augmented reality as a training tool
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Research Approval
The Purdue University Institutional Review Board approved exemption for the
participation of professional equine judges in the research study on October 20, 2017 as IRB
Protocol Reference #1710019805 (Appendix A). The documents included in the request included
the recruitment email to professional equine judges (Appendix B) and a professional equine
judge interview instrument (Appendix C). An amendment to the protocol was submitted to
include a Qualtrics survey for scheduling of professional judges (Appendix D). The Purdue
University Institutional Review Board granted amended exemption December 5, 2017
(Appendix E).
Instrumentation
An interview instrument was designed by the researcher to address the research
questions. These questions were tasked at developing an applied CTA. The research instrument
was developed based upon Clark et al.’s (2007) model for CTA. The development of an applied
questionnaire for a single interview process was based on this and supporting literature from
Cooke’s (1994) identification of three broad families of techniques on how to perform CTA. The
instrument prompted participants with open ended interview questions, as well as questions
needed for process tracing (Cook & Breedin, 1994). The interview questionnaire for the research
contained a series of 47 questions, segregated by the following major approaches: procedural,
cognitive based, and experience. Initial questions found within the research instrument (see
Appendix C) contain demographic questions pertaining to gender and age, as well as questions
about the respondent’s years of experience in equine, equine judging, and involvement in the
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equine industry at a professional level. Further questions found within the instrument were
designed to follow the formatting called for by Clark et al.’s (2007) seven areas of outlining
questions, formatted within the methodology of CPP (Clark, Feldon, Merriënboer, et al., 2007).
The researcher asked questions regarding the participants’ concepts, processes, and principles as
they relate to professional equine judging when evaluating stock-type halter classes. The term
stock-type halter class was used as a general assessment term for the purposes of this study as
participants from multiple stock-type breed associations were being consulted.
The research instrument was formatted to address the interviewees actions, as they relate
to professional equine judging, in; decision making as it relates to how they complete a task, the
concepts, process, and principles that they use, the conditions that are necessary for them to
complete their tasks, any equipment or materials they may require, the sensory cues they use, and
the performance standards they are held to (Clark, Feldon, Merriënboer, et al., 2007).
Participants were also asked to detail their training and learning experiences to gauge their
perceptions of the successes and failures of the educational protocols found within the equine
industry. Formatting of the majority of interview questions was open-ended to discourage
researcher bias and encourage participants to provide detailed responses as they understood and
perceived the questions (Turner, 2010). A complete copy of the research interview instrument
can be found in Appendix C.

Instrument Validation
Tests were performed for instrument validation in September and October 2017 to gauge
the reliability of the interview instrument and determine an average length of time for the
interview process. Prior to this time the researcher collaborated with subject matter experts in the
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fields of both horse judging and CTA in order to address the effectiveness of the research
instrument. Formatting and general content that was implemented in order to follow the approach
of Clark et al. (2007) and then assessed with a subject matter expert to ensure an effective format
of a CTA measurement tool. The content of the instrument questions was reviewed and revised
in correlation with a subject matter expert in equine practices to assure the effectiveness of the
prompts being asked. The testing for instrument validation also provided the researcher
opportunities to become familiar with phone interview techniques and recording processes. The
researcher scheduled five dates for the instrument validation testing to occur over this period of
time with individuals who had acted as equine judges in any capacity at breed, open, and/or 4-H
settings, as their understanding and responses to the research tool would be pertinent to that of
the target population. The responses and subsequent conversations with the instrument validation
participants was used to address face validity in this study. Participants were familiar with the
subject matter area and were prompted for feedback of the assessment tool to ensure it was
effectively measure the scope of the research topic. The responses gathered from instrument
validation testing were not analyzed, as they were performed to assess timing, reliability, and
understanding of the interview instrument. Performing the instrument validation testing allowed
the researcher to revise the interview instrument by clarifying some questions and phrasing, as
well as adding additional questions. Appropriate adjustments were made to the interview
instrument as a result of the instrument validation.
Population
The target population of this research study included professional equine judges who
were carded as an All-Around Judge with AQHA and/or APHA in 2017, with at least five years
of professional equine judging experience who currently resided in the United States. A
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requirement of five years of professional equine judging was set forth to ensure a minimum
standard of experience for the study participants. Setting a minimum amount of years spent
within the field of professional horse judging ensured that there was a standard of experience,
while also allowing for a wider selection of viable candidates found within these populations.
Individuals were identified using the official 2017 judges list publicly available through AQHA
(A. Q. H. Association, 2017) and APHA (A. P. H. Association, 2017) websites with the removal
of any duplicate names. The aforementioned population was chosen because AQHA is the
largest stock-type equine breed association by membership at 253,579 members (American
Quarter Horse Association, 2017c), while APHA similarly boasts a large industry presence with
47,341 members (Ready & Short, 2016). Each of these associations also has stringent
certification standards for their judges to earn, and remain, carded with the association
(American Paint Horse Association, 2017b, American Quarter Horse Association, 2016).
Two hundred and ninety-seven potential participants were identified as carded judges in
AQHA and/or APHA who resided in the United States by the researcher as candidates for the
research study. The designated potential participants were contacted with an initial recruitment
email (Appendix B) and survey (Appendix D) to determine if they met the required five years of
experience to participate in the study. Individuals who did not meet the five years of required
experience were excluded from the study.
Participant Recruitment
Of the two hundred and ninety-seven individuals identified as potential participants in the
research study, an initial random sampling of forty individuals was taken, with the expectation
that at least a 25% response rate of individuals contacted would respond. Over 25% response rate
was achieved, however a number of respondents did not meet the minimum years of experience
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requirement. As a result, an additional sampling of 20 individuals was taken, with the same
expectation of 25% response rate. Initially identified participants were removed from the
potential test population pool before the new sampling was taken. Random selection of potential
sample population was performed by the researcher through identifying the total number of
potential professional equine judges carded with the AQHA and/or APHA and resided in the
United States. The researcher then placed these individuals into a numbered excel spreadsheet
for potential identification. The total number of potential sample individuals was then placed into
a random number generator, with the sample size of 40 designated individuals entered as well.
The resulting identified numbers were then paired with their corresponding numbering found
within the excel spreadsheet. This process was identical for the secondary contact sample.
The randomly identified individuals were contacted with a recruitment email (Appendix
D) and potential participation Qualtrics survey (Appendix D) detailing; participants name,
contact information, confirmation of equine breed card status, and interview date options. The
potential participant Qualtrics survey was used to schedule participant interviews. Of the 60
contacted individuals, 10 matched the study requirements and agreed to participate in the
research study.
Respondents to the recruitment email who met all of the requirements for participation
were contacted by the researcher, via email, to confirm interview details. Interviews were
scheduled from the selected date(s) and time(s) provided in the Qualtrics survey included in the
recruitment email. Emails were sent to participants to thank participants and alert them to their
upcoming interview. Using the contact information provided by the participants in either the
Qualtrics survey or via direct email correspondence with the researcher, the study participants
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were contacted via telephone. Telephone interviews were conducted by the researcher at the
designation of the study participant. In total 10 participant interviews were conducted.
Data Collection
Study data was collected using modified telephone interview research methods, where in
which the participants were recruited via email and signed up for a designated interview timeslot
(Burke & Miller, 2001). The researcher conducted each interview during the months of
December and January, using her private cellular phone in a private location. Each study
participant was contacted at their designated interview time, the participants identity was
confirmed via verbal conformation. Participants were read the script (Appendix C) to ensure
sufficient knowledge of participation requirements, reminded of the estimated time frame of
thirty to forty-five minutes for the interview, and lastly asked for verbal permissions to record the
aforementioned interview.
A T89 Olympus telephone microphone and digital recorder were used with the
researcher’s cellular telephone to record the audio of each interview. Each interviews recording
was saved in MP3 format to the recording device, and then to the researcher’s personal
computer in a pass-coded only accessible file. Upon completion, the interview recordings were
detailed for transcription by the researcher and an online transcription service, Rev
(www.rev.com).
Each of the interviews conducted were first recorded and later transcribed for reporting
purposes. All interview recordings were assigned a random number of one through ten with an
accompanying letter of ‘J', after their completion, to ensure the participants and their responses
remained anonymous. Upon completion of the interviews, the recordings were transcribed to
text, and text-based transcriptions were then stored using a secure server. Upon completion of the
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study all recordings were destroyed so no identifying information could be tied to study
participants.
Data Analysis
The data set in this research consisted of the transcribed interviews. Transcribed
interviews were edited to redact identifiable information of the participants, to ensure the
guarantee of non-disclosure.
The researcher took a two-tier approach to data analysis. The first analysis process
applied to the data set was a thematic analysis targeted to uncover the patterns and processes of
thinking and procedure from the data set (G. Guest & K. MacQueen, 2012). Interview
transcriptions were individually coded with 179 descriptive codes called ‘thematic elements’,
which were applied to 302 excerpts found in the data. The thematic elements were then divided
into sub-themes. Subsequent steps included sorting sub-themes into minor thematic strands by
similarities, differences, and the various relationships they may share when applied to research
questions 1a and 1b (Gibson, W.j. & Brown, 2009). During the coding process the potential
cognitive factors were selected only if they met Klein et al.’s (1989) methods for critical
decision. The factors that needed to be met by the data for inclusion factors included perceptual
cues, specific points of decision, and assessments based on a specific situation (Klein et. al.,
1989). Illustrative quotes from the study participants serve to support the themes that emerged
from the data. Theme names and descriptors were detailed by the researcher using literature
found in the AQHA and APHA handbooks and judging manuals (American Quarter Horse
Association, 2017a, American Quarter Horse Association, 2017b, American Quarter Horse
Association, 2016).
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The second method implemented in data analysis was performed in accordance with
Clark et al.’s (2007) method of analysis for CPP (Clark, Feldon, Merriënboer, et al., 2007). The
use of identified minor-themes from the first phase of data analysis served as categories that
were re- sorted into various classifications of sub-tasks for the secondary phase of data analysis.
The researcher classified the sub-tasks under the major task element of judging a stock type
halter class, in accordance with research question 1. Sub-tasks were formatted to answer the
conditions, standards, equipment, and materials required, so they could be formed into a
cohesive outline of training procedures (Clark, Feldon, Merriënboer, et al., 2007)
Upon completion of data analysis and review by the researcher, the series of eight subtasks required to achieve the major task of judging a stock-type halter class, was detailed in an
action and decision chart. The action and decision chart used a series of if, then prompts to guide
the user through the task application process scenarios. Theme names for major thematic strands
of the data were finalized and pertinent quotations were taken from the text to speak to research
questions 1a and 1b. These quotations were paired with descriptions to thoroughly communicate
the meaning of each thematic strand to the reader, and to later apply the information into other
avenues.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study is to perform a cognitive task analysis in order to gather the
necessary information to build an educational task chart that will document the automated and
unconscious knowledge described by professional horse judges.
Research Questions
1.) What are the step by step tasks professional horse judges take when judging a stock-type
halter class?
a.) What do professional equine judges describe as the cognitive knowledge necessary in
judging a stock-type halter class?
b.) What are the procedures professional horse judges identify taking when judging a
stock-type halter class?
Objectives
1.) Administer an assessment-based interview framed in Clark et al.’s (2007) method to
ascertain a cognitive task analysis, concepts, process, and principles method in order
to identify the automated and unconscious knowledge described by experts through
experience and practice.
2.) Disseminate data and results for future studies to be applied to a learning model using
augmented reality as a training tool
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Descriptive Statistics of the Study
Demographic and descriptive statistics were collected from interview participants to
establish a baseline, as well as to speak to the level of equine industry involvement and
participation from the 10 professional horse judges who were a part of the study. Participant ages
varied from 36 to 55+, shown in Table 4.1; however, 90 percent of participant ages fell within
the 55 and over range. Though not identified, it is known that all participants are under the age of
75, as that is the required age of judge retirement in the aforementioned breed associations
(American Paint Horse Association, 2017b, American Quarter Horse Association, 2016)
Table 4.1
Profile of Study Participants and Equine Industry Experience
Judge
Age
Years of
Longest
Number of
Number of
Number
Equine
Judging
Shows Judged World/Congress
Industry
Card Held in in Past Year
Shows Judged
Experience
Years
J1
55+
45
10
30
6
J2

55+

45

31

18

4

J3

55+

50

21

6

15

J4

55+

50

14

28

8

J5

55+

50

21

8

8

J6

55+

45

35

15

7

J7

36-45

35

13

6

8

J8

55+

50

25

22

12

J9

55+

47

30

10

4

J10

55+

45

35

13

9

Participants were asked about their years of experience within the equine industry as it
related to four categories outside of being a professional judge which included; riding
experience; work as a professional horse trainer; time spent handling equines; horse show
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experience. Ninety percent of participants reported having 45 or more years of experience in the
equine industry from some or all the categories.
Qualifications to participate in the study mandated five or more years of experience as a
professional horse judge, however all participants reported a minimum of double that, at 10
years’ experience, when reporting the years, they had held their oldest horse judging card. The
total number of years study participants had held a horse judging card ranged from 10 years to 35
years, although seventy percent of respondents reported holding a horse judging card for 20
years or more.
All participants reported having judged horse shows at the World and/or Congress level.
The mean average of world shows judged by the participants was 8.1, with a minimum of four
and maximum of 15 total world and/or congress level horse shows judged over the course of
their careers. Participants indicated judging the same world and/or congress level horse show
multiple times over the course of their careers, results were reported by number of world and/or
congress horse shows judged in Table 4.1 and were broken down by event in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2
World or Congress Level Horse Shows Reported Judged by Participants in Frequency
World Level Horse Show Judged
f
All American Quarter Horse Congress

3

APHA Youth World Horse Show

2

APHA World Horse Show

2

AQHA Select World Horse Show

1

AQHA World Horse Show

6

AQHA Youth World Horse Show

2

Color Breed Congress

1

Foundation Quarter Horse Registry World Round-Up

1

Though participants were required to be carded with AQHA and/or APHA, all
interviewed were carded horse judges with AQHA, while 50 percent were carded in both AQHA
and APHA. All participants were carded with a minimum of two equine breed associations, with
60 percent reported holding active horse judging cards in four or more. As shown in Table 4.3,
the National Snaffle Bit Association (NSBA) was the most common non-required equine
association where participants held a judge’s card.
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Table 4.3
Equine Breed Associations in which Participants Held Active Judging Cards
Breed Association
f
American Buckskin Registry Association (ABRA)

1

American Paint Horse Association (APHA)

5

American Quarter Horse Association (AQHA)

10

American Ranch Horse Association (ARHA)

1

Appaloosa Horse Club (ApHC)

1

Foundation Quarter Horse Registry (FQHR)

1

National Cutting Horse Association (NCHA)

1

National Foundation Quarter Horse Association (NFQHA)

1

National Reined Cow Horse Association (NRCHA)

1

National Reining Horse Association (NRHA)

3

National Snaffle Bit Association (NSBA)

6

Palomino Horse Breeders Association (PBHA)

1

Pinto Horse Association (PtHA)

1

Pony of the Americas (POA)

1

United States Equestrian Federation (USEF)

1

World Conformation Horse Association (WCHA)

1

Participants were asked about the type(s) of training they participated in prior to, or in an
effort to receive, their horse judges card in a national level breed association. Forty percent
reported participating in an apprenticeship program where they worked under a professionally
carded judge for a period of time. One participant noted that an apprenticeship was required to
obtain their horse judging card in the United States Equestrian Federation (USEF) as part the
associations certification requirements, all other participants stated it was their choice to
participate in that form of training to gain additional experience. Additionally, two participants
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indicated that their participation in an apprenticeship program was their most valuable form of
training. Judge 4 stated:
“I went and apprenticed for a year in the APHA shows. And went along and worked sideby-side with judges in actual show situations and one of the judges in the group would,
I would discuss after a class. I would show them my ideas of how the class should have
placed. And that was very helpful because I did that ... I think I did seven or eight shows
in that first year, where I apprenticed down on my own dime, where I went to a horse
show, stayed at the horse show, was out there being a judge from the time it started to the
time it ended. I found it to be the best training out there.” (J4)

Twenty percent of participants were carded as an open horse show judge prior to
receiving their horse judging card through a national equine association. Participants identified
the reason for obtaining those cards prior to national horse judging cards as a means to practice
their skills. Judge 10 stated:

“(I received my training) …judging a lot of opening shows. Most breed associations are
not gonna be interested in having you be an approved judge unless you've judged years of
4-H and open shows to show that you have practice. You're rehearsed enough. You're
prepared enough. It's a routine that you have to be able to do, so at least part of my
personal preparation was judging hundreds of county fairs and 4-H shows before I was a
breed judge.” (J10)
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Hands on industry experience as a type of training to become a professionally carded
horse judge was reported by all participants. Hands on training as a means of educational
practice was described by sixty percent of participants, reporting professional training of horses
as part of their experience. Fifty percent described years spent showing horses in various breed
associations as beneficial to their knowledge base.
Thirty percent of respondent judges reported they had participated on a competitive horse
judging team as a part of their training. Of the three judges who reported competitive horse
judging team participation as a means of training, two of the judges had also coached
competitive horse judging teams.
All participants reported having participated in equine breed association seminars as a
training method.
Table 4.4
Reported types of horse judging training reported in frequency

Training Type

f
Apprenticeship program

4

Carded open horse show judge

2

Hands on industry experience

10

Participation on competitive horse judging team(s)

3

Participation in equine breed association certification seminars

10

RQ 1: Detailed Application of Tasks taken by Professional Horse Judges in Stock-Type
Halter Classes
In the study, professional horse judges took on the role of subject matter experts. Their
application of knowledge and skills, in addition to the process in which they use it is being
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examined. The study question in this research asked professionals to detail their practice when
judging a stock-type halter class:
1.) What are the step by step tasks professional horse judges take when judging a stocktype halter class?
Participants were prompted to detail the steps they take in their process of judging
a stock-type halter class. The tasks identified in Figure 4.1 outline the sequence of steps
participants identified in order for performance goals to be achieved.

Task 1
Set up arena
Task 2
Track all entries for soundness
Task 3
Examine horses for possible disqualifications
Task 4
Examine horses in class from profile (left and right)
Task 5
Perform close inspection of all horses in class
Task 6
Make necessary notes on class
Task 7
Record placings of class
Task 8
Hand in official placing
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Figure 4.1 Outline of tasks
Participants were prompted by questions surrounding the outlined tasks to gather
descriptions of the performance objectives, equipment, conceptual knowledge, procedural
knowledge, and performance standards that were used to judge stock-type halter classes. The
data collected by the researcher resulted in a description of the step by step process of the tasks,
which included both action and decision steps taken by professional horse judges when judging a
stock-type halter class:

Table 4.5
Action and Decision Chart of Tasks
Task 1: Set Up Arena
Step 1: Create tracking line
WHEN:

Setting up arena

IF single judge(d) horse show

THEN decide where you will stand and place cone 50
feet away

IF multi judge(d) horse show

THEN confer with co-judges on who will be standing
in tracking line, then place cone 50 feet from their
selected stance location

Step 2: Confer with arena staff
WHEN:

Working with show staff

IF ring steward is available

THEN provide them with class directives and any
procedures you feel necessary for them to know

IF no ring steward is available

THEN prepare ring procedures individually
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Step 3: Seating
WHEN:

Determining necessary seating

IF single judge(d) horse show

THEN no chairs are necessary

IF multi judge(d) horse show

THEN set up chairs for judges to sit during class if
necessary

Task 2: Track Entries for Soundness
WHEN:

Horse is tracking on pattern

IF Only judge or Main Judge on THEN Step to right (left of horse) to allow horse to trot past
pattern
IF Multi judge(d) and not main THEN evaluate horse for soundness on the profile from a
judge on pattern

distance

Task 3: Examine Horses for Possible Disqualifications
Step 1: Identify Possible Unsoundness/Lameness During Tracking
WHEN:

Viewing tracking

IF Horse is viewed as sound

THEN Direct handler to line-up and make any necessary
notes

IF Horse is viewed as possibly THEN Re-track the horse
unsound
IF Horse is viewed as obviously THEN Dismiss/excuse horse prior to class placing
unsound
Step 2: Identify Possibly Malocclusions of Horses Teeth
WHEN:

Examining teeth

IF Single judge(d)

THEN Examine horses teeth and/or bite in line-up for
malocclusions
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IF Multi- Judge(d)

THEN Stop horse during tracking (between walk and trot)
and examine teeth for malocclusions

WHEN:

Malocclusion is identified

IF The horse has no malocclusion THEN Horse remains in class consideration
IF The horse has a severe THEN Dismiss/excuse horse prior to class placing
malocclusion
Step 3: Examining for Necessary Sex Characteristics
WHEN:

Viewing animal for necessary sex characteristics

IF Class of Mares

THEN Check for female genitalia

IF Class of Stallions

THEN Check for male genitalia

If Class of Stallions over 2 years THEN Check for male genitalia and 2 fully descended testes
old
IF Class of Geldings

THEN Check for male genitalia, without testes

Step 4: Potential Disqualifications
WHEN:

Correct genitalia are not present

IF Horse is in wrong gendered THEN Dismiss/excuse horse prior to class placing
class
IF Stallion over two years of age THEN Dismiss/excuse horse prior to class placing
does not have two fully
descended testes
Task 4: Examine horses in class from profile (left and right)
Step 1: Deciding where to move for profile examination
WHEN:

Viewing horses on the profile

IF Single judge(d) horse show

THEN Begin examining profile line of horses
on far side of line-up (left or right)
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IF Multi-judge(d) horse show

THEN Consult other judges in show pen as to
their preference of examination. Move to free
side of horse’s profile in line-up. Avoid being
in fellow judge’s path.

Step 2: Examining the profile
WHEN:

Examining horses on the profile

IF Walking full line of horses on the profile at THEN View from both left and right
once
IF Viewing each horse’s profile individually

THEN Examine L/R profile view, walk around
horse, examine opposite profile view, walk
around horse in opposite direction. A full circle
should be made.

Task 5: Perform close inspection of all horses in class
Step 1: Decide between starting at head or tail of the horse
WHEN:

Examining horse on close inspection

IF Beginning at head of horse

THEN View horse from directly in front,
examine profile in more detail than distanced
view, view horse from directly behind, examine
opposite profile in more detail than distanced
view

IF Beginning at tail of horse

THEN View horse from directly behind,
examine profile in more detail than distanced
view, view horse from directly in front,
examine opposite profile in more detail than
distanced view

Step 2: Evaluate if conformational faults are present
WHEN:

Examining the horse for conformational faults

IF Conformational fault is present

Identify type of deviation from the ideal
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IF Conformational fault is suspected during Check for potential cause of incorrect tracking
tracking

through conformational deviation from ideal

Task 6: Make necessary notes on class
WHEN

Reviewing class of horses

IF It is necessary to judge additional classes THEN Take notes of final placing and/or
where horses may be present in multiple specific

factors

determining

placing

to

classes, i.e. performance, gender specific, reference at later time
championship
IF Class being judged is over 10 horses AND THEN Take note of exhibitor back numbers in
multi-judge(d)

absence of ability to re-arrange horses based on
preference

Task 7: Record placings of class

WHEN

Recording placings of class

IF Placing cards are provided by show THEN Record official/final placing of class on
committee

provided placing card

IF Placing cards are

THEN Record official/final placing of class on

not provided by show

personal paper

committee
Task 8: Hand in official placing
When

Handing in official placing the class of horses

IF Placing cards are provided by show THEN Hand in provided placing card to show
committee

officials

IF Placing cards are not provided by show THEN Report official /final placing to show
committee

officials

RQ1a: Cognitive Skills of Professional Equine Judges in terms of Stock-Type Halter
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Detailing the participants’ cognitive knowledge- mental processes, judgement, and
reasoning was identified as one of the goals of the research. This was to help improve the step by
step processes through additional information and specific examples reported by experts.
Accordingly, the sub research question posed by the research is:

1a. What do professional equine judges describe as the cognitive knowledge necessary in
judging a stock-type halter class?

The elements of cognitive knowledge found to be necessary in judging a stock-type halter
class were: (1) first impressions, (2) elements of conformation: structural and overall, (3)
conformational fault significance, and (4) defined order of preference.
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First Impressions
are Signifigant
First Impressions

First Impressions
have Minimal
Importance

Balance

Elements of
Conformation

Cognitive
Applications

Structural
Conformation

Muscling

Form to Function
Conformational
Fault Signifigance

Personal
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Faults
Potential
Performance
Ability

Defined Order of
Preference

Ranked Order of
Conformational
Elements

Figure 4.2 Theme Graphic, Cognitive Applications Used by Professional Horse Judges’
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First Impression(s)
First impression(s) were divided into two distinct subthemes based off of the thematic
elements identified in the data. Those thematic elements are detailed below in Table 4.6 and
discussed in additional detail subsequently following the table.

Table 4.6
First Impression(s) subtheme and thematic elements
Subthemes
First Impressions are Significant

Thematic Elements
First impression considered the best look
First impression plays a critical role in judging
First impressions are important, but not final
First Impression is foremost

First Impressions have Minimal Importance

First impression plays small role
First impression is of minimal importance

Additionally, the interview questionnaire (Appendix C) posed open-ended questions to
study the elements that surrounded the cognitive knowledge professional horse judges used when
judging stock-type halter classes. Thus, participants were asked how their first impression played
a role in their ultimate official class placing. Two participants did not identify a firm relationship
between their first impression of a stock-type halter class and the final placing. Eight participants
considered their first impression of a stock-type halter class to play a large role in their ultimate
placing of said class. The two participants who did not prescribe to the thought that their first
impression played a significant role in their overall placing of the class expressed making first
impressions when viewing stock-type halter classes, but it rarely if ever being the final placing.
An example of this is:
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“It does factor into it but, I will say that there have been times where as they walk to us
and trot past, I'll get an initial impression of a horse and I'll have that in the back of my
mind. And, I have found over the years not to rely on that too much because one might
come by me, oh this one looks pretty nice. And then it gets over and it lines up and then I
see it from the profile and go, oh god that thing's terrible looking. You know? I take a
mental note a little bit but, I don't write anything down until I have inspected every horse,
gone through the whole process of every horse, and then that's when I go back to that last
position. For me, I'll kind of walk up and down the line, look at the profile. It's a
comparison class so, just because you have a horse that wins a particular class, doesn't
mean you love it. It just means you like it better than the other ones that are in that group.
So, I'll look at them and just how they compare to each other based on conformation.”
(J7)
Of the eight indications of significance surrounding the first impression and the final
class placing, three participants considered their first viewing of the class as their best look at the
class. Participants described the role their first look/first impression held on their overall class
placing as:

“First impression is very important. You know, the way they move when they come in
the pen, the way they walk and trot. I'm going to say, you know 50% of my class is
judged watching them walk and jog by me. You can tell in a horse how they move, what
they're going to look like, their balance when they go by you. So, I'm going to say 50% of
the class I've got judged before I even see them stand up.” (J1)
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“I think it's foremost and it's interesting as I've grown old as a judge, it really holds true
what I was taught as a young judge, is that you have to stay with your first impression…I
do think your first impression and I've learned this over, and over, and over, and over,
you need to stick with, because when you start to question, that's when you don't make
the right decisions.” (J2)

“Huge. Your first impression of the class, and as I said, trying to identify those horses
that jump out at you and are really good or really bad, that's your impression. And that's
the one you're probably going to come back to, unless you find reason to really change
that, so the close inspection just confirms my first impression.” (J5)
Elements of Conformation
Elements of Conformation were divided into three distinct subthemes based off of the
thematic elements identified in the data. Those thematic elements are detailed below in Table 4.7
and discussed in additional detail subsequently following the table.
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Table 4.7
Elements of Conformation subtheme and thematic elements
Subthemes
Balance

Thematic Elements
Balance as first factor of consideration
Balance evaluated on the profile
Balance is foremost
Balance

and

structural

correctness

are

structural

correctness

are

connected*
Structural Correctness

Balance

and

connected*
Structure plays minor role in process
Understanding the skeleton is important to
understanding structural correctness
Structural correctness is particularly important
for breeding animals
Importance of structural correctness in a halter
class
Muscling

Importance of muscling for athleticism
Importance of muscling in a halter class
Muscling is important, but within reason
Muscling is important, but doesn’t outweigh or
hide a fault

*Denotes thematic element used to form more than one subtheme

Balance
The understanding of balance in a stock-type halter horse garnered nine judge’s opinions
as the most crucial factor in both consideration and understanding. While one judge felt muscling
of the horse to be the most important factor, they still viewed the overall understanding of
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balance as something they often used in their judging process. When prompted for their specific
defined order of preference when judging a general stock-type halter class they judge a
responded:
“I would say muscling first, then balance or structural correctness, and okay. And then
the confirmation and faults. Faults would be last because I have seen some horses that
have faults but under saddle they do very well.” (J8)

Not only was balance viewed as the most important factor, it additionally was viewed by six
judges as the first thing they look at when examining horses in a stock-type halter class. Judges
described their views towards the role of balance on their judging process as:

“I believe that balance has more bearing on it than anything nowadays, because most of
the horses are fairly decent horses, but walk up behind a horse, and when you're
inspecting him, and you're looking at his hocks and his tail set, and when you look up
over, just say, a yearling, and that yearling is four inches lower in front than he is behind,
or an older horse, it all has to do with form to function. And with that, those horses that
have a good slope and shoulder, they're not straight up and down, they have a short back
with a nice wither and a good hock, usually those horses are the ones that I like the best.”
(J5)

“Probably the first thing that I will look for is the profile of the horse and an overall
balance of that horse.” (J7)
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“As in with any horse, at the overall balance of the horse. How it's put together in its
overall profile and how it ties in. So, I'm gonna look for a symmetrical balance in the
horse. (J9)

“The first thing I would look for is overall profile and balance of the horse.” (J10)
Structural Correctness
Participants were asked to describe how their understanding of structural correctness in
conformation played a role in their judging process. Seven participants identified this
understanding a key consideration, and foremost as a concept necessary to their judging ability.
The following statements illustrate some of the judge’s thoughts:

“If I'm judging a halter class, it is all about conformation.” (J6)
“That's the priority. That's why we have halter is to judge conformation. So,
conformation is everything in that class. A better conformation in a horse will be one
that's maybe prettier headed or, you know? The pretty and the conformation and all that
stuff have to go together ideally but, conformation, that's what halter is about so it has to
be the most important thing.” (J7)

There were three participants whose responses reflected their use of structural correctness
as an important part of their judging process but felt that it was critical to apply the entire picture
of an animal to the judging process, and not one single element. The following statement is an
example of this opinion:
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“So, just because a horse has those faults doesn't mean that it can't be the winner or
shouldn't be the winner or whatever. It's not gonna win The Congress or a really big,
tough horse show but, a little weekend thing it still could. But, all those faults you kinda
take into account the severity of them. You just have to use those in comparison to the
other horses that are in the group.” (J9)

During the discussion with participants regarding their understanding of structural
conformation and the process it played in regard to their judging approach, judges analysis of
conformation was often considered through the lens of the horses athletic and performance
ability in relation to structure and structural correctness. Three participants viewed conformation
in regard to athleticism as a perspective with which they viewed the horses:

“If they have correctness and the form that would allow them to do their job, then that's
what's important to me. The skeletal system has to be correct and strong enough for the
horse to do their job. For the horse to be a riding horse, whether it's a reining horse, a cow
horse, or a jumping horse, or a western horse. Their skeleton is what holds ... it is their
strength. Their feet are like the tires on a car. Their legs and feet are like the suspension
that's holding up the body, so everything skeletally, has to be correct or there's gonna be a
weakness in the horse's ability to perform its job.” (J4)

“What horse would I want to own when I get to something that you're comparing apples
and apples, because there's not going to be any perfect horse in conformation. There's ...
you have to weigh for what's more important to you than isn't. And something that's more
important to me is the strength of the hindquarters. That equals performance to function. I
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want a strong, built horse behind that's going to be strong in performance and again, I like
shortness of horses. They're athletic, but again, when they balance, and where their neck
ties in, tells me the athlete that I'm looking for.” (J9)

“I think it's real important if the judge understands the, not only structural correctness but
its correlation to athletic ability and function. Not all judges would agree that the horse
should be athletic or functional in judging stock type halter horses, but I think if you don't
understand kinesiology and soundness and movement, you're probably not able to
evaluate or at least speculate the athletic ability of the halter horse” (J10)

The remaining seven judges posed their views in regard to their understanding of
structural conformation and the process it played in their judging approach with more specific or
differing lenses of application. Examples of this can be seen in the following sections, more
specifically that of conformational fault significance.
Muscling
Judges addressed their assessment of muscling, and its role in overall conformation, with
a variety of views. Judges reported the importance of muscling of a horse in their process,
viewed by three through the lens of athleticism. While other study participants fell into other
areas or views for the role muscling plays in their judging process, as seen in the thematic
elements in Table 4.7. Participants addressed topics such as how muscling is important on a
horse, but that a horse being well muscled would not outweigh a fault, in their consideration,
stating:
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“The muscling just covers up that animal's structure, from bone to muscle and if a horse
has what I call a major fault, a benched knee, capped knee, a horse that's coon footed, you
know what that is.” (J5)

Judges also reported upon how muscling can benefit a halter horse in a stock-type halter
class by being a final deciding factor in their process. One judge described their opinion on a
well-muscled horse as:

“That's kind of the fourth process. That's kind of the whip cream on top of the cake. If
they're really structurally made right, good balanced horse, they've got good breed
characteristics, I mean they look like a filly for example, then you add muscle on to the
equation and they're a well-muscled horse, you've (the) got one.” (J1)

While understanding and applying muscling of a horse as a conformational consideration
was reported upon as a key factor of consideration, one judge commented upon the potential for
a negative assessment of muscling. Describing how a horse could potentially be faulted for being
overly muscled below:

“Some muscling is good, but if you have too much muscling, then they're going to be
limited in their athleticism.” (J9)
Conformational Fault Significance
When prompted by interview questions regarding their determination of conformational
fault significance three key factors emerged from the data: (1) Form to Function, (2) Personal
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Preference in Faults, (3) Potential Performance ability. Those thematic elements are detailed
below in Table 4.8 and discussed in additional detail subsequently following the table.
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Table 4.8
Elements of Conformation subtheme and thematic elements
Subthemes
Form to Function

Thematic Elements
Structure is tied to form to function in judging
process
Form to function
Importance of form to function in judging
Form to function critical judging consideration

Personal Preference in Faults

Determining faults
Determining faults using soundness
Evaluating faults during tracking
No set protocol for judging faults
Personal preference for ranking faults
Subjectivity in judging faults
Conformational faults judged by possible
unsoundness

Potential Performance Ability

Severity

of

faults

based

on

potential

performance ability
Correctness of form judged with performance
in mind
Performance ability not always tied to
conformational correctness
Performance and athleticism considered a
critical judging element
Preference given to performance ability over
muscling
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Form to Function
Judges described considering form to function when determining the criteria with which
they decided the severity of conformational faults. Of the participants interviewed, seven
considered form to function as an element to consider assessing faults in horses in a stock-type
halter class, while three did not comment on it at all. The term, form to function, was not one
specifically asked about by the researcher during the interview process but was heavily used by
judges when they described assessing conformation. Examples of how and what judges view
surrounding form to function as they apply to conformational faults, are expressed below:

If they have correctness and the form that would allow them to do their job, then that's
what's important to me. Conformation is form to function in all phases of our
industry” (J1)

“(When judging a halter class) …it goes back to form to function. A conformational fault
will affect how well a horse is able to do his job, outside of the halter class looking pretty.
I ride, so I want to know that they can go and perform and do something. And so, if a
conformational fault looks like it would hurt them ... a leg is severely malformed or
something or over-under in the knee, which would cause them not to be able to do a job
and be ridden, those would be the things that would be super important to me.” (J4)

“Form means how this horse is balanced, how he is put together from ground to the top of
him, and how this horse travels, that's form to function.” (J5)
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Personal Preference in Faults
Judges expressed the use of a personal preference when determining the criteria with
which they decided the severity of conformational faults. Of the participants interviewed, all
commented on their use of personal preference as criteria they used when assessing faults in
horses in a stock-type halter class. Though the judges expressed a variety of preferential
elements of consideration, the use of personal preference when analyzing faults was consistent
throughout the data. Examples of personal preference application towards conformational faults
are expressed below:
“That's personal preference. So, there's a lot of, you know it depends on what you like
and what you don't like. I'm kind of a stickler on hocks. I want to see a pretty hock. I like
to see it close to the ground. You know a lot of people aren't as strong on that aspect, but
that's something that's really a stickler to me. And it's all personal preference, you might
have some people that like really, really pretty horses. Pretty head and necks. Maybe
they're big on slope of the shoulder and the way the neck comes out of the shoulder. So,
those are all things that we look at, and you have to put it into line what your personal
preference is on how you judge it.” (J1)

“I'm a little pickier than some judges about their legs. The correctness of their legs and
the quality of their legs. So, as I walk around them and inspect them individually, I focus
a lot on their legs. But no, I don't think I have a specific thing. We walk around, and you
put all the things together in your head and make notes.” (J4)
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“There is a certain amount of subjectivity to judging a halter class. And as I said before,
for me, I like a profile. I like a topline. Another judge may say to you, "Go back to the
shoulder. If it doesn't have a good slope to its shoulder, it cannot win that class for me."
And there's nothing wrong with that, because in the end, there is a certain amount of
subjectivity that is allowed for our judging.” (J6)

“So there again, it goes back to, you compare it to the other horses that are in the class. I
mean, I've had horses that have had splints that have won a particular halter class.
Because of the other good things about it, you can't ignore those just because you have
one fault. And then, every judge will have pet peeves and things that they don't like to see
in halter or, pick any class. They all have a pet peeve about something.” (J7)
Potential Performance Ability
Judges identified evaluating faults in a stock-type halter class through the lens of potential
performance ability of the horses, as a consideration in their judging process. Differing from the
concept of form to function, as described by the participants, as many spoke to the difference
between the horse’s ability to remain sound verses the horse’s ability to be athletic. While form to
function considered how the horses overall conformation, or form, could be beneficial for working
and being functionally correct as a whole. The role of performance ability was a considered
different, in that a horse could be a successful performance animal but lack long term soundness.
Some judges’ comments on their view-point can be seen below:

“If I'm standing in the front of a horse, and one front leg toes out a bit. Actually, I don't
mind a horse that toes out a bit, I can accept that easier than I can a horse that's pigeon-
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toed. Because most of the time, a pigeon-toed horse will not be able to perform as well as
a horse that toes out.” (J6)

“What is most important to me in conformation, in my opinion, and my opinion (on) a
stock horse has gotta be an athlete, and they gotta be able to cover ground, and they gotta
be able to have a great stamina. So, you know, I'm looking for that. I want performance
(ability).” (J9)
Defined Order of Preference
Defined order of preference was divided into the subtheme of ranked order of
conformational elements, based off of the thematic elements identified in the data surrounding
the interview question posed to participants to “describe their order of preference and importance
of the conformational elements of balance, muscling, structural correctness, and faults”. The
results of the judge’s order of preference of conformational elements in a stock-type halter class
are addressed below in table 4.9 with variations in the data discussed in additional detail
subsequently following the table.
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Order of Preference

Table 4.9
Ranked order of Preference, from most to least
Number of Judges
Percent (%)

1.) Balance
2.) Structural Correctness
3.) Breed and Sexual
Characteristics*
4.) Muscling
5.) Faults
1.) Balance
2.) Structural Correctness
3.) Muscling
4.) Faults
1.) Balance
2.) Muscling
3.) Structural Correctness
4.) Faults
1.) Balance
2.) Structural Correctness
3.) Faults
4.) Muscling
1.) Muscling
2.) Balance
3.) Structural Correctness
4.) Faults

3

30%

3

30%

2

20%

1

10%

1

10%

*Participants who identified the additional element of Breed and Sexual Characteristics, though not directly prompted

Judges who considered their ranked order of preference to be (1) Balance, (2) Structural
Correctness, (3) Muscling, (4) Faults, held a minor discrepancy when reporting their answer. Of
the six judges who reported a preference of the previously described order, three judges made a
point to add in an additional conformational characteristic, not asked to be ranked by them from
the researcher, breed and sex characteristics. All three judges reported this amendment in the
third position of ranking, with balance and structural correctness considered more important in
the judging process, with muscling and faults of less consideration to them in their judging
process. Judges were asked by the researcher to identify their ranked order of preference both
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with and without breed and sex characteristics of the horses in these three cases for clarity and
consistency.
Comparisons were made from each of the judges to their profession outside of acting as a
professional horse judge. Of the ten total participants, nine were acting professionals in the horse
industry outside of their work as a professional judge, one participant held a position as an
agriculture teacher. Of the six judges who identified an order of preference that mirrored the
industry standard order of (1) Balance, (2) Structural Correctness, (3) Muscling, (4) Faults, each
held a position in the horse industry. Participants held full time positions as either a professional
horse trainer, three participants, or as a professor at a university, three participants. Judges who
identified breed and sex characteristics as an amendment to their defined order of preference,
were populated by two university professors and one professional horse trainer. Participants who
identified (1) Balance, (2) Muscling, (3) Structural Correctness, (4) Faults, as their defined order
of preference each held positions as professional horse trainers outside of their work as a
professional horse judge. The participant who identified (1) Balance, (2) Structural Correctness,
(3) Faults, (4) Muscling help a position as a professional horse trainer in addition to working as a
professional horse judge. The participant who identified a defined order of preference as (1)
Muscling, (2) Balance, (3) Structural Correctness, (4) Faults, held a position outside of the horse
industry in addition to their work as a professional horse judge, as a high school agriculture
teacher.
Acting as a horse judging coach was an additional comparison made to judges defined
order of preference to determine if there was a correlation between those participants who
coached horse judging and how they approached judging in their professional horse judging
work. Four of the participants interviewed had served or were currently acting as a horse judging
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coach at either the youth or collegiate level. Of these participants three identified (1) Balance, (2)
Structural Correctness, (3) Muscling, (4) Faults as their preference. One participant had the
preference of (1) Balance, (2) Muscling, (3) Structural Correctness, (4) Faults when judging a
stock type halter class. All other judges in the study had not been a part of horse judging as a
coach.
The number of judges’ cards and/or certifications held by judges was compared to the
various categories in defined order of preference. Those in preferential area of (1) Balance, (2)
Structural Correctness, (3) Muscling, (4) Faults, had a mean of 5.2 total judges’ cards. Judges
who identified (1) Balance, (2) Muscling, (3) Structural Correctness, (4) Faults as their preferred
sequence of judging elements held a mean average of 2.5 judges’ cards. The judge who
identified a preference of (1) Balance, (2) Structural Correctness, (3) Faults, (4) Muscling, held
four judging cards. While the judge who preferred (1) Muscling, (2) Balance, (3) Structural
Correctness, (4) Faults, also held four judging card certifications.

RQ1b: Procedures taken by Professional Horse Judges when Judging Stock-Type Halter
A major element identified by the researcher in the study were the specific procedures
taken by professional horse judges in their approach to analyzing stock-type halter classes. This
lead to the elaborative extension of the main research question:
1b. What are the procedures professional horse judges identify taking when judging a
stock-type halter class?
When prompted with questions regarding their prescribed procedures surrounding judging
a stock-type halter class a major thematic strand emerged, procedural actions (Figure 4.3).
Participant responses were divided into three minor themes: (1) initial procedure(s), (2) consistent
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procedure(s), (3) assigned procedure(s). Minor themes were outlined by the researcher through the
identification of procedural actions taken by professional horse judges when analyzing the data.
The researcher grouped, and re-grouped, sub-themes to form the minor themes. Consistent
procedure(s) were the initial minor theme to emerge from the sub-themes. Upon further analysis
the researcher identified two additional minor themes, that while linked to consistent procedure(s),
also stood alone as minor-procedural themes: initial procedure(s) and assigned procedure(s).
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Figure 4.3 Theme Graphic, Cognitive Applications Used by Professional Horse Judges’

Initial Procedures
When outlining the procedural actions taken, participants described specific initial
procedures that were categorized to form sub-themes: (1) ring preparation, (2) staff directives,
(3) necessary materials. Questions regarding the initial procedures judges take when judging a
stock-type halter class were asked during the interview process. As a result of inquiry,
participants viewed establishing a series of initial actions as a necessary element in the earliest
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portions of their judging process. Initial procedure(s) were set apart from consistent procedure(s)
as they had specific identifying sub-theme elements, and therefore were not sub-themes
themselves. As a result of the minor theme initial procedure(s) having been a linked to a distinct
interview question there was a lesser quantity of content. The outlined information regarding
initial procedure(s) is depicted below:
Table 4.10
Initial procedure(s) of Professional Horse Judges
Initial Procedures
Illustrative Quotes
1. Ring Preparation
•
•

Setting up cones
Setting up chairs (if multi-judged
show)

If there's a shorter judge with me, let them go up
front, and especially if it's multi judged one judge
will go to one side and one judge will go to the
other side as it tracks between us. Just proper
etiquette, you just try to stay out of the other
judge's line of sight sort of thing.” (J2)

2. Necessary Materials
•
•
•
•

Writing utensil
Paper
Hard surfaced pad
Rulebook
Judging/Scoring cards

3. Necessary Materials
• Writing utensil
• Paper
• Hard surfaced pad
• Rulebook
Judging/Scoring cards

“(I always) explain to my ring steward how I
would like to see them line up.” (J8)

“Not only (in) the halter class, but the show as a
whole I need to make sure the announcer, the gate
person, and the ringmaster understand how we're
going to conduct the class, so there's the show
preparation for that. I've got to have equipment,
depending on what arena we're in. If we're in an
indoor arena, and its inclement outside, I got to set
up some cones or something, so they can get in the
end of the arena, out of the weather, and be ready
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to enter the class, so there's the mechanical, show
management. There's the arena management of
how we're going to line them up and so forth, and
that all takes place before I nod my head and accept
the first horse that walk to me in a stock type
class.” (J10)
In regard to necessary materials it should be noted that, while there were reports of
consistent use of a writing utensil, pad of paper, rule book, and judging and/or scoring cards by
all interviewed judges as equipment and/or materials that they used while judging, the researcher
found a complete lack of universal routines within the use of equipment and materials. The
participants all brought these materials with them and used them in the show pen, but in a variety
of ways. Training and experience procedures vary from judge to judge thus, the application of
how equipment/and or materials are used will depend of experiences of each judge.
Consistent Procedure(s)
Consistent procedure(s) were divided into three distinct subthemes based off the thematic
elements identified in the data. Those thematic elements are detailed below in Table 4.11 and
discussed in additional detail subsequently following the table.
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Table 4.11
Consistent Procedure(s) subtheme thematic elements
Subthemes
Approach to Class/Animals

Thematic Elements
Approach to judging same in small class vs.
large
Consistent approach to animal examination in
all classes
Same approach to all classes

Routines/Habits in Practice

Fine tuning routine as an important part of
training
Maintaining (a) routine to quickly move from
class to class
Using routines to analyze classes quickly and
meet performance standards

Routine to Evaluate on Close Inspection

Repetitive routine for close inspection and
visual tracking
Routine to evaluate on close inspection
Routine to evaluate
Repetitive routine from tracking to close
inspection

Approach to Class/Animals Explained by Routines/Habits in Practice
When participants were asked if they approached every class in the same order of animal
examination, there was a unanimous response that they did in fact approach all stock-type halter
classes in a consistent order of animal examination. Additionally, all judges responded that their
general approach to judging a stock-type halter class was the same way every time they
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officiated a show. Many participants commented that they kept the same procedures in every
class as part of forming a routine as a means of explanation for their indication of keeping the
same approach. Participants also commented on their reasoning behind keeping a consistent
approach to both animals and class when officiating a horse show. Participants who elaborated
on their reasoning stated:

“I'm a creature of habit. So, when I start with the first horse, and I'm looking at the
horse's profile, the first thing that I look at is its topline and go from there. For me, a
horse has to have a good topline, its withers have to be equal to or higher than the point
of its hip. So, I start with the profile, I start with the topline. Then I look at the slope of
the shoulder. I look at the hind leg, and how it ties in.” (J6)

“…you usually try to keep it the same so it's habit forming.” (J8)

“Yes, within a breed, within a show, the exhibitors really appreciate a routine, and then
they know where you're going to move, how you're going to go. A lot of times they'll
watch your first class or two, and they'll expect that you're going to do it the same way all
day” (J10)

Though all participants indicated taking a consistent approach to both their examination
of the individual animals and stock-type halter classes as a whole, four participants indicated
they had a prescribed approach for single judged horse shows and multi-judged horse shows.
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Judge two discussed their approach in single vs. multi-judged horse shows as individually
consistent, but situationally dependent:

“If there's a shorter judge with me, let them go up front, and especially if it's multi judged
one judge will go to one side and one judge will go to the other side as it tracks between
us. Just proper etiquette, you just try to stay out of the other judge's line of sight sort of
thing.” (J2)
Routine to Evaluate on Close Inspection
Judges were asked to describe their routine to evaluate the horses in a stock-type halter
class as an extension of their indication of a consistent procedural approach. Participants
indicated two distinct phases in their routine of evaluation, tracking and close inspection, which
were divided into two separate categories of minor themes. Routine to evaluate on close
inspection was considered a consistent procedure, as it was identified by the judges as an action
that was consistently taken in their judging process but was not specifically dictated to them by
the breed association beyond the requirement to examine the left and right sides of the horse as
well as to walk all the way around the horse during their process. Though close inspection and
tracking are still consistent actions, the procedures taken during tracking are those indicated by
the industry.
All judges cited an independent routine to evaluate horses in a stock-type halter class.
The consistency of the practice laid in their identification of having a routine to evaluate, and
indication that they kept said routine for every animal in every class. Some judges describing
their protocol in regard to close inspection of horses in a stock-type halter class stated:
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“I walk down the line first and get my first impression of balance. If there's three or four
lines, I do that every time. I just walk down the line and just go, "Okay, these are the ones
that I feel are more balanced mentally, and then as I go in for close inspection to see the
profile on both sides of the horse, the front end of the horse, the back end of the horse,
and the front end of the horse, you're not only looking at the forelegs, but looking,
especially with a mare and a stud, looking at their breediness to see if they're feminine or
masculine. I guess after the profile, I go in and look at a closer side view, front end, side
view, back end and then go on to the next horse.” (J2)

“The first horse in the line, if they're lined up head to tail, I will judge the left side
profile, and then go around to the front, the other side, the back. Then I turn around and
I'm at the front of the second horse. And then I'll go to the left, and then I'll go to the
back, and then I'll be on the same side that I started with.” (J6)
Assigned Procedure(s)
Assigned procedure(s) were divided into two distinct subthemes based off of the thematic
elements identified in the data. Those thematic elements are detailed below in Table 4.12.
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Table 4.12
Assigned procedure(s) subtheme thematic elements
Subthemes
Tracking Using Industry Standards

Thematic Elements
Specific order of tracking
Tracking dictated by association
Repetitive routine from tracking to close
inspection
Tracking of horses

Identification of Possible Disqualifications

Checking of teeth and sex characteristics done
during tracking
Evaluating disqualifications during tracking
Unsoundness in tracking protocol

Tracking Using Industry Standards
Judges describing their routine protocol for tracking universally cited the tracking
protocol dictated to them by AQHA as a breed association of each horse walking to the judge
one at a time, the judge stepping to the right, allowing the horse to pass, horses trotting straight
to a cone placed 50 feet away, upon reaching the cone horses will trot towards the fence or arena
wall. Ending with horses being lined up head to tail (Heird & Anderson, 2001). While all
participants indicated following the prescribed protocol set forth by their carded breed
associations, eight judges reported a protocol change when performing the required tasks of
checking the bite of the horses for malocclusions, and for sex characteristics in stallions over the
age of two when at multi-judge horse shows (American Quarter Horse Association, 2016).
Judges who indicated a deviation elaborated:
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“What we've done now that there's a lot of shows with three to six judges judging at the
same time, the mares and the stallions that come in at the walk, we assess them tracking
to us, we stop them, we look at their teeth, then we step aside, they trot away, we get
behind them, they trot away and then they turn left. We like to check, we, meaning
several judges, I've worked with through the years, because when you keep ... when you
have five or six or whatever judges looking at teeth, especially with weanlings, yearlings,
twos, they get really sick of you going to their mouth all the time, when you're trying to
assess teeth. We found it kinder to the horse to just assess teeth from the beginning for
mares and studs and then track the rest of the tracking and then line them up head to toe."
(J2)

“If there's more than one judge in the arena, the protocol is a little bit different. As the
horse walks to you, usually what we'll do is have them stop, we'll examine their teeth. If
it's a stallion, we'll examine to see that he has two testicles. Then he'll do his trot in a
round, and then line up head to tail.” (J6)
Identification of Possible Disqualifications
Surrounding the practice of checking for both teeth and sex characteristics in horses over
the age of two, being a required practice of all stock-type horse judges, does not have a
prescribed placement within the associations protocol, only that it happens. Meaning that the
association does not inform the judges when they have to check the horses for issues with their
teeth and proper sexual characteristics, they simply dictate that it must happen at some point
during the class. The checking is dictated procedure by the breed associations to check for
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possible disqualification of the horse and exhibitor from the class. The data indicates that in an
effort to not excessively repeat the same process of these checks, more specifically the checking
of teeth, professional judges in multi-judge horse show settings delegate the task to a single
judge, to take place during the tracking procedure(s). Reports for this practice were described as;
an effort to save time; an attempt to save time; trying to be courteous to exhibitors by only
having one check. Judges explained the placement in tracking routine of the checks and rational
as:
“Every horse, mare or stud will have to have mouth examined. We like to do it when they
walk in the pen, before they trot on by, we'll stop and do it. I like to do it that way
because I don't want to disrupt the person or the horse once they're stood up and have to
show me their teeth. I don't think it's fair to the exhibitor or the horse. So, I like to do it
there, so we can examine it for parrot mouth at that point. And that way if they are, they
can be disqualified and turned out right away.” (J1)

“I like to do it when they walk to you and stop. Again, shows good obedience of the
horse. Show the teeth and then, I'm out of the way on the handler's side, and then they trot
their horse.” (J9)

The minor themes of (1) initial procedure(s), (2) consistent procedure(s), (3) assigned
procedure(s) each played their own role in addressing the major theme of Procedural Actions.
While initial procedure(s) and assigned procedure(s) were linked to consistent procedure(s), the
results above clearly outline the ways in which the actions taken within these procedures stand
alone as minor themes that are supported by the data in terms of articulated procedural actions.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to perform a cognitive task analysis in order to gather the
necessary information to build an educational task chart that will document the automated and
unconscious knowledge described by professional horse judges.
Research Questions
1. What are the step by step tasks professional horse judges take when judging a stock-type
halter class?
a.) What do professional equine judges describe as the cognitive knowledge necessary in
judging a stock-type halter class?
b.) What are the procedures professional horse judges identify taking when judging a
stock-type halter class?
Objectives
1.) Administer an assessment-based interview framed in Clark et al.’s (2007) method to
ascertain a cognitive task analysis, concepts, process, and principles method in order to
identify the automated and unconscious knowledge described by experts through
experience and practice.
2.) Disseminate data and results for future studies to be applied to a learning model using
augmented reality as a training tool
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Conclusions for the Study
The research for this study garnered four conclusions, they are discussed below.
Conclusion One: An Action and Decision Step Framework for Judging a Stock-Type
Halter Class
This study found that there were eight main sub-tasks that professional horse judges used
to access a stock-type halter class. From the interview process with the professional horse
judges’, subject matter experts, the ordered sub-tasks (Figure 4.1) were identified as the basis of
the CTA framework of which the concepts, processes, and principles (CPP) were applied to, as a
series-based chart (Table 4.5) of action and decision steps.

Conclusion Two: Factors that Described Professional Horse Judges’ Cognitive Approach to
Judging a Stock-Type Halter Class
The study found that there were four minor themes that fit into the major theme of
cognitive applications factors that described the cognitive knowledge necessary to the approach
professional horse judges took when judging a stock-type halter class. These factors were broken
into the minor thematic strands of (1) first impressions, (2) elements of conformation: structural
and overall, (3) conformational fault significance, and (4) defined order of preference. Within
these minor thematic strands are found sub-themes, detailed in Figure 4.2.

Conclusion Three: Factors that Described the Procedural Actions taken by Professional
Horse Judges’ when judging a Stock-Type Halter Class
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The study found that there were three predominant factors judges used to describe the
procedural actions they took when judging a stock-type halter class. These factors were
categorized into “minor themes”, and they are part of a framework of concepts that meet the
main consideration of “procedural actions” as a major theme. Minor themes that described the
procedural actions taken by professional horse judges when judging a stock-type halter class
were: (1) Initial Procedure(s); (2) Consistent Procedure(s); and (3) Assigned Procedure(s). This
process can be seen in further detail in Figure 4.3.

Conclusion Four: Implications of Descriptive Statistics on Results of the Study
The study found that there were impactions related to the descriptive statistics of the
participants. As a majority of the of the participants, nine out of ten, were over the age of 55,
there was a great deal of experience in both years as a professional judge as well as being
involved in the equine industry. However, as a result of their age, many participants had not
participated in the current training practices required to become a certified professional horse
judge today. Participants brought a varied vastly experienced background from educational
professionals at universities to professional trainers. Hands on experience was described as the
most beneficial element to the study participants education in judging horses.
Discussion
Through the use of cognitive constructivist theory (Piaget, 1968) the researcher was able
to focus on the mental processes that occur within professional horse judges when engaging with
a stock-type halter class. The findings from this study suggest, that while there is no complete,
specific assigned protocol for how to judge a stock-type halter class (Heird & Anderson, 2001),
professional horse judges have independently designated a protocol for themselves within the
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stock-type equine industry. All of the study participants agreed that they followed the same
approach to each class that they judged, as well as their approach to individual animal
examination within the class, with the major exception being a multi-judge verses single judge
horse show. When the researcher was identifying the sub-task structure that stemmed from the
interviews there was consistency in the practice amongst the judges. However, there was
variation in the rational and reasoning surrounding the decisions judges made within that
practice, which was to be expected. Variation amongst subject matter experts in their decision
making was expected and allows for a more thoroughly detailed action and decision chart
framework (Clark et al., 2014).
Clark et al., (2007) identifies the need to format the results of CTA for their intended
application. As the intended application of this study was to provide the framework needed to
design an educational protocol for trainee judges, the need for expanded information outside the
action and decision chart (Table 4.5) framework was identified. Therefore, this study also
detailed the cognitive and procedural elements found to be taken by professional horse judges in
stock-type halter classes. The cognitive and procedural elements detailed in 1a and 1b served to
explain both approach and actions used by professional horse judges when accessing a stock type
halter class further.
Mayer’s theory of multimedia learning (Mayer, 2004) tells us the importance of
providing valuable and pertinent approaches to delivering educational content for today’s
learners. Creating the action and decision chart, that is then strengthened by the expansion of
cognitive knowledge and procedural actions taken by professional horse judges, creates the
supporting documentation needed to build an educational curriculum that could be enhanced by
technology, to better speak to the needs of teaching and learning in this modern age.
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Clark et al.’s (2007) CTA is based on largely on Klein et al. (1989) and Hoffman and
Militello (2012), which includes an expansion on the cognitive factors surrounding cognitive
functionality. The cognitive factors included in this study met Klein et al.’s (1989) methods for
critical decision; the factors considered in cognitive functionality represented information
regarding perceptual cues, decision points, and situational assessments. The four cognitive
application factors for cognitive functionality that emerged from the data were: (1) first
impressions, (2) elements of conformation: structural and overall, (3) conformational fault
significance, and (4) defined order of preference (Klein et al., 1989).
Conformational elements emerged as a result in section 1a as: (1) Balance, (2) Structural
Correctness, and (3) Muscling and can be seen in in more detail through their outlined thematic
elements in Table 4.7. This study found that a majority of the results were congruent with the
current literature published surrounding the elements that should be considered in the judging
process, including: balance, muscling, structural correctness, faults, and breed/sex
characteristics. However, the results from study participants revealed that though there are breed
standards set forth by the association, these factors are not decided in the same order by judges.
While balance is considered the single most important factor to judging conformation in stocktype halter horses (Heird & Anderson, 2001), one judge considered muscling of the animal to
supersede it. This finding was in direct conflict with the literature and horse judging standards,
which articulate balance as the most important element of consideration when judging stock-type
halter classes (Heird & Anderson, 2001). The researcher compared a multitude of demographic
factors, post-hoc, in an effort to ascertain the outlier of the participants. After further review of
the data, it was observed that the participant who considered muscling as their most valued factor
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in the judging process was the only participant of the ten who did not actively work an everyday
job as an equine professional.
While spatial cognition wasn’t directly questioned by the interview process with
professional horse judges, it was addressed through the information gathered by this study. This
was indicated through the judge’s engagement in visual tracking that is happening congruently to
the animal tracking the walk and trot pattern, profile, and close inspection views of the horses,
which directly correlates to conformation (RQ1a), seen in more detail Figure 4.2. Judges
specifically addressed concepts surrounding spatial cognition in their understanding of structure
and structural correctness, as judges spoke to how knowing the make-up of the horse’s skeletal
system aided them when judging a horse for structural correctness. This action mirrors studies
done in the medical field where training of surgeons was done using spatial cognition and spatial
markers as in order to have a working and conceptual relationship with anatomy and the
resulting steps that need to be taken in order to effectively engage in a specific task, in this case
judging a stock-type halter class (Hegarty et al., 2007). Additionally, the element of spatial
cognition emerged in the judges’ description of understanding as it applies to form to function.
Judges possessing a comprehensive understanding of both the skeletal and muscular anatomy of
the horse, as well as how they work together, aids in their decision making towards that animal’s
potential functional soundness (Hegarty et al., 2007).
To address the procedural elements of the horse judging practice, factors that described
the procedural actions taken by professional horse judges were specified. The study found an
overarching minor theme of consistent procedure(s), which was then detailed into initial
procedure(s) and assigned procedure(s) as their own minor themes but connected under the
practice of consistency. Judges in this study informed the researcher that their prescribed
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procedures for judging a stock-type halter class were consistent in a very purposeful way. Judges
indicated taking initial procedures before a class had even begun so that they were best able to
perform the actions found within consistent and assigned procedures. While there were
consistent procedures taken by all judges, the procedures that each individual judge took were
not universal; for example, while all judges performed a close inspection of each animal some
moved to the right first, others the left.
As a result of the age demographic being strongly skewed to judges 55 and over, many of
the judges were not required to go through in the current training methods and requirements
offered by AQHA and/or APHA to receive their initial professional judges card. Though the
judges took part in alternative training methods to prepare for and achieve their status as carded
judges, all have now participated in the judging renewal training seminars every two years to
keep their carded status. Professional judges who have received their judging card in more recent
years are required to do rigorous testing as well as attend additional seminars before ever
receiving their card. This is in contrast to a number of participants who expressed that their
process to become professionally carded was a one-time testing process. While two of the judges
in this age demographic did obtain their longest held judging card in the last 15 years, and
therefore did participate in some of the training methods and certification processes that are
currently used, seven of the ten participants had not. This wide scope of experiential
backgrounds in the study population to become and maintain their status as professional horse
judges speaks to their expertise. These judges displayed not only knowledge obtained from years
of being acting professionals, but also from both professional trainings offered by their
respective associations and training and education in horses and judging from alternative
avenues, such as training and showing horses. As experts, they identified hands on experience as
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the most beneficial element to their training and learning processes, both initially and currently
as they refresh and expand their skill set. Taking the judges backgrounds and experience level
into account, their identification of hands on experiences and experiential learning as critical, can
be paired with Mayer’s (2004) considerations towards technology in order to build the most
successfully cohesive applications in which to use the action and decision chart, Table 4.5
(Mayer, 2004).
The creation of the action and decision chart, in correlation with the supporting expansion
of concepts expressed through the cognitive and procedural sections, addresses the current gaps
in the industry in two ways. First, the action and decision chart address the lack of a standardized
approach for how to judge a stock-type halter class. Second, the findings of this study support the
necessary factors required to reach mastery of practice as it is described by Clark et al.(2007)
(Clark et al., 2007). The extensive years of background experience in both the equine industry as
well as in professional horse judging practices, speaks to the expertise of the information
provided. Application of the judge’s years of skill and practice is depicted in RQ1, through the
identification of the eight tasks, outlined in Figure 4.1. The if/then section of the action and
decision chart communicates the process of this practice that is necessary in the decision making
these professionals take. Performance standards of professional horse judges are explained
through both the cognitive and procedural sections through statistical and descriptive
explanations. All of these factors, as mentioned above, are critical to reaching mastery of
practice for any learner. Establishing a background that is grounded in Clark et al.’s (2007)
requirements for mastery of practice with subject matter experts, builds the connection between
how and why professional horse judges approach stock-type halter classes in a specific way so
that others can repeat the expert practice using an educated, expert-based, approach. A critical
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element for the design of this study was to create an educational tool that would be supported by
the practice of equine industry professionals. The use of subject matter experts, and their
professional approach, establishes a strong foundation for future implementation of this study.
The results surrounding the tasks that judges practice, supported by detailing their
cognitive and procedural elements taken during the judging process provides a substantial
platform for universal judging practices to be taken by professionals and trainees alike, as well as
the potentially to be developed using further technology-based learning modules. This study
takes initial steps towards a broader scope of educational opportunities and approaches within
the field of horse judging. Not only does the use of CTA establish a framework for learning
action and decision steps necessary in the overarching task of judging a stock-type halter class at
a professional level; it looks to provide insight into the expert level judgement preferences made
by professionals currently in the equine industry. The combination of an action and decision
framework, cognitive applications, and procedural approaches used at an expert level of horse
judging act as a stand-alone learning tool, as well as a basis for future implementation.
Limitations of the Study
This study considered 10 judges who were carded with only one or both of two stocktype breed associations, AQHA and APHA. While the judges who participated in the study were
professionals within other breed associations, the results of this research cannot be generalized to
other breed associations that do not follow the same rules and procedures. AQHA and APHA are
both stock-type breed associations, and therefore seek similar characteristics among the animals,
in contrast to saddle type breed associations that favor differing key considerations. Additionally,
judges selected were only considered if they resided in the United States, no international judges
were interviewed. International judges could have potentially provided additional globally
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interesting and pertinent information from their experiences. Another limitation lies in all judges
being contacted via personal email only for recruitment purposes. The researcher gathered the
contact email addresses from the breed associations official websites, but there was still the
potential for out of date email addresses and/or that some participants did not respond because of
the unknown contact information of the researcher.
The years of experience, as it pertains to holding a professional judges card, was
identified as a limitation due to the considerable variation from 10 to 35 years. While there was a
minimum experience level of five years set forth in the research parameters, the variation in
professional experience levels also points to a variety of training procedures. Judges who have
been professionals in the equine industry for longer may not have engaged in the same stringent
requirements for carding certifications as more current judges, specifically as it relates to testing
and initial certification processes. Though all judges must maintain their professional status with
recertification every two years, their initial standard of knowledge for initial certification and
previous experiences may greatly differ from those who are seeking professional status currently.
The limitation of the researchers’ potential influence on the interviews done with the
professional horse judges was also a consideration. The researcher additionally did not perform a
triangulation of interview reports with that of live practice judging observations of participants.
Lastly, the researcher did not perform follow-up interviews with study participants, and therefore
clarification data or additional information was not gleaned from participants, examples of this
can be items such as a differing approach between judging a traditional halter class and a
performance halter class.
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Recommendations for Further Study
Recommendations for further studies would foremost be to perform observations of
professional horse judges while they assess stock-type halter classes in order to compare the
results from this study. Performing this triangulation of perceived practice and applied practice
would allow for a more comprehensive assessment of the practices professional horse judges
take when they are in the field. In addition to observing professional horse judges in practice,
interviews could be done to further access their training background to become a professional.
The results of this study revealed a variation in training methods and certification standards
among the participants. This is a direct result of both the age of a majority of participants and the
changing of initial certification procedures to become a professionally carded judge with their
respective associations. Therefore, a study based in how professional horse judges were trained
outside of the association standards and the exact methods, could be very valuable in the future
training of others.
Additional recommendations would be to implement the action and decision step
framework (Table 4.5) with trainee judges in a pre and post-test style series of interviews and
observations to examine if their procedures, and understanding behind them, changed before and
after instrument implementation. Further analysis of the existing data set is also recommended to
identify relationships between training practices of current industry judges, and the practices
which the equine industry currently requires for certification.
This study’s findings could also be applied to developing a virtual model for teaching and
learning equine judging. Testing could be done with trainee judges using the protocol and
procedural actions depicted in the results of this study, particularly that of research question 1,
the action and decision chart. The protocol of the action and decision framework could be tested
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to determine if an augmented reality-based image could support learning similar to that of live
practice.
The use of augmented reality systems, presented in accordance with marker-based
systems proposed by Siltanen (2012) presents us with the recommended approach of use for
implementation of this study. The framework of this study, particularly that of research question
1 and 1b, can be used to train developing judges in their tracking practice and procedure to
familiarize them with spatial and autonomous systems for learning. As these skills are solidified
in a learner, decision making, and judgement call practices are necessary in developing a wellrounded pupil. Skills to address situational flexibility where judges know how and why to make
a specific judgment call can be developed specifically using results and conclusions from
research question 1a. The combination of skills and decision-making educational platforms in
correlation with an augmented reality scenario that mimics live practice through the use of live
animal graphic captures could be used to address industry training practices at not only a stockhorse level, but all breeds, with the continuation and replication of studies such as this. These
applications could be seen in applied practice using a circular based marker system with QR
code attachments that would be accessed using technology based smart device applications
would allow ease of user interaction by the user. Siltanen’s (2012) educational theory towards
the use of applications and user interaction when engaged in marker-based augmented reality
systems could see potential users supported by both content guideline approaches to horse
judging, as well as technological interactions when guided by the parameters of this study.
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Implications of the Research
The approach to this study and its findings could be used to frame other studies of subject
matter expert-based practices found within the animal judging community, and agricultural
education as a whole. Using that process, the possibility and protocol for training novices and
youth could be completely changed. Judging as a competitive discipline could be taught from a
form of curriculum, and therefore the need for expert guidance in coaching could be greatly
lessened. This could allow areas where aforementioned expert guidance is not available to still
provide competitive judging teams as a youth outreach event.
The stock-type equine industry could also benefit from this study, through the adaptation
of a more specific set of procedures for their professional horse judges in halter classes. Thus,
assuring a more routine and fair form of judging at shows no matter their location. Additionally,
the judge’s performance standards could be raised, in terms of being able to judge and place
stock-type halter classes quicker, and therefore gain additional time elsewhere in the horse show,
benefiting both the exhibitor and the horse show staff.
As a result of this research with subject matter experts, professional horse judges in
stock-type breed associations, further training modules can be tested. Many experts indicated that
experience was one of their more valuable training methods. This protocol has the potential to be
used in both live and virtual settings as a teaching and learning tool.
Summary of Findings
This study, conducted with 10 professional horse judges who were carded with AQHA
and/or APHA, provided information regarding their concepts, processes, and principles of horse
judging, as it related to stock-type halter classes. Theses judges used a great deal of logic and
rationale to define their methods. They identified eight critical tasks, which were detailed with
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decisions based on prescribed actions, which must be completed in order to assess and place a
class of horses in stock-type halter. This study found professional horse judges do take specific
procedural steps beyond those dictated by equine associations, to perform their tasks.
Additionally, the cognitive processes’ behind the tasks taken by professional horse judges can be
outlined by both understanding, and context. The procedures and cognitive steps judges take can
be described as consistent and formative, stemming from years of experience in the equine
industry. These results form the foundation for developing an evidence-based training tool to
assist equine judges from beginner to expert to perform in a consistent and exceptional manner.
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